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DiBiase and Richardson bring different
experiences to the table in today’s election
BY

ROB SILVERBLATT

Daily Editorial Board

On paper, the two candidates in today’s election look
very different.
Junior Amanda Richardson
is involved with the Leonard
Carmichael Society, Public
Health at Tufts (PHAT) and is
the former president of the
Emerging Black Leaders.
Sophomore Neil DiBiase is
the president of Tufts’ Model
United Nations club, the vice
president of Friends of Israel,
and a brother at Theta Chi.
Within the Tufts Community
Union (TCU), Richardson is the
chair of the Senate’s Education
Committee. DiBiase is the
TCU historian, the chair of the
Senate’s Services Committee,
and is the Allocations Board
Council XI chair.
But have these different
experiences translated into
distinct platforms? Heading
into the election, both candidates remain confident that
they have.
Richardson told the Daily
last night that her priorities are

expanding academic opportunities, creating more social
programming and expanding
students’ rights.
In the realm of academic
opportunities, she would like
to see more languages offered.
This year, the Senate successfully advocated for the addition of Portuguese classes to
the curriculum in the future.
Richardson would like to see
the Senate continue to push for
more languages to be offered.
In terms of social programming, she would like to see
an expansion of opportunities. During the presidential
debates, she suggested the creation of another event comparable to Fall Ball or Winter Bash
as one way to do so.
To expand students’ rights,
she wants to make members
of the community feel that
they have the right to safety
— both in terms of protection
from physical attacks and from
attacks against their identities
by means of discrimination.
DiBiase told the Daily last
night that his three primary
goals are to make the Senate

more representative of the
entire student body, to advocate for the Greek system, and
to help build a Tufts identity.
To implement his first goal,
he has proposed the creation
of a Senate liaison program
that would connect senators
with members of the community.
To advocate for the Greek
system, DiBiase wants to create a joint office space for
the presidents of both Greek
houses and culture houses to
increase cooperation between
them. He would also like to see
the liaison program incorporate Greek viewpoints, or alternatively to see a Greek culture
representative on Senate.
Creating a more comprehensive Tufts identity would
involve increasing the amount
of social programming on campus and creating an “Innovative
Program Fund” with money
available for student groups
that sponsor events that bring
together the student body in a
unique way, he said.

My Jumbo gives students the option
to share information with parents
BY SARAH

BUTRYMOWICZ

Daily Editorial Board

Students can now register their parents for My Jumbo, a Web service that
allows the parents access to certain personal information about their children,
including their grades.
The service is part of a new Web
site called WebCenter for Parents that
the offices of Student Services and
Undergraduate Education announced to
the student body on April 13.
About 700 parents have already been
registered by their children, according to
Associate Director of Arts and Sciences
Information
Technology
Andrew
Sonnenschein.
From that number, he estimated that
about 400 students have already used the
new service, which exceeds the amount
he had predicted.
“Its more successful than I suspected
for this time,” he said.
Because the Federal Education Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA) restricts parents’ access to certain information without the consent of their adult children,
students have the ability to deny their
parents access to the site by not registering them.
But once registered for the service,
parents can see their children’s grades
and information about their bursar’s
accounts. There is no way to enable
access to financial and account information alone; registering a parent will allow
him or her access to a student’s grades.
The larger WebCenter for Parents Web
site, of which My Jumbo is a part, has
been in the works for a little over a year
and has several components that are
accessible for parents even without the

consent of their children.
Among them are a menu with links
to general information about academics, financial matters and administrative notices; an event calendar; and a
scroll of information from the Office
of Communications that “parallels the
Tufts home page,” according to Dean of
Student Services Paul Stanton.
Students have had mixed reactions to
My Jumbo.
Sophomore Cory Blodgett does not
plan to sign his parents up for it. “I tell
my parents all my grades anyway,” he
said. “[This] negates the independence
that you gain when you get out of high
school and into college.”
Others are not opposed to registering
their parents.
“I don’t really have a problem with it,”
sophomore Dan Cuzzocreo said. “If my
parents ask me to sign them up for it, I
will ... I feel like my parents are paying
for school, so they deserve to be seeing
my grades.”
The idea for WebCenter for Parents
“came from a number of different places,” according to Stanton.
The content of the Web site is responsive to input that Student Services
received from a team of people who
regularly takes phone calls from parents
and who are familiar with the types of
questions they usually have, according
to Stanton.
The Student Services Office also contacted representatives from the Financial
Aid Office, the Dean of Students Office,
the Career Services Offices, as well as
from other places, Sonnenschein said.
“All of their Web masters decided what
see MY JUMBO, page 2
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Record voter turnout expected today
For this year’s election,
sophomore and Elections
Commission (ECOM) Chair
Adam Weldai hopes that
around 65 percent of the student body will come out to the
polls.
Although this would shatter
the previous record — last year
45 percent turned out for an
all-time high — Weldai said
that his goal is achievable.
“I think that over the past
year and a half we’ve seen a
very different type of voting
habit and we’ve seen a very
different type of voter,” he
said. “[Students] really see that
they have stake in the future
of the campus through their
vote, through the elections
process.”
While this year’s campaign
season has seemed relatively quiet, he expects that the
dynamics of today’s election
will work in favor of a high
turnout.
“It seems like it’s been quieter than previous years, but in
actuality I think the candidates
themselves ... have really been
drawing a lot of attention and I
think their authenticity is really
going to draw voters out to the
polls,” he said.

The online polls opened at
12:01 this morning and will
remain open until 11:59 this
evening. While most voting is
done online, there will also be
a mobile polling station in the
campus center.
Students will also have one
more official chance to meet
the candidates and discuss
their platforms with them from
12-1 p.m., also in the campus
center.
While not defending their
positions at the campus center,
both candidates said last night
that they will try to reach out
to students in the hours leading up to the end of the election.
“Tonight I’m just going to
pray for the best and walk
around and maybe meet some
people,” junior and candidate
Amanda Richardson said.
“I’m running a campaign
that is really based on talking
to people and hearing from
everybody at this school. For
the next 24 hours, that’s what
I’ll be trying to do — talking to
people and finding what people want to do,” sophomore
and candidate Neil DiBiase
said.
—by Rob Silverblatt

Mass. health care plan: Too
hard for businesses to swallow?

MCT

Former Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney, shown here, was instrumental in signing into
law a universal health care bill for Massachusetts last year.
BY

CHRISTY MCCUAIG

Daily Editorial Board

After former Governor Mitt Romney
and members of the state legislature
worked together to pass a landmark
bill last year to make Massachusetts
the first state in the nation to require
universal health care, the deadline is
rapidly approaching to expand coverage
to its uninsured residents.
Employers must provide coverage for
their employees by July 1 or face penalties, according to Brian Rosman, the
director of policy for Health Care for All,
a local nonprofit public health organi-
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zation.
If they employ 10 or more people,
businesses must chip in a third of insurance premium costs, or show that a
quarter of workers are enrolled in an
employee-sponsored plan, according
to the Web site of the Commonwealth
Health Insurance Connector Authority,
the body in charge of implementing the
legislation.
Margaret Higham, the medical director of Tufts Health Service, said that
the insurance Tufts offers to students
already exceeds state standards and no
see HEALTH CARE, page 2
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WORLD IN BRIEF

FIERCE FIGHTING CONTINUES IN
SOMALIA
Ethiopian forces backing Somalia’s weak
transitional government shelled anti-government insurgents in the capital for the fifth
straight day on Monday, adding to the death
and destruction and sending hundreds more
families fleeing from the city.
Human rights organizations and health officials said 220 civilians were confirmed dead and
300 have been wounded since Thursday.
Worse may be yet to come. Salad Ali Jelle,
the Somali deputy defense minister, called on
residents living in areas where insurgents are
concentrated to evacuate their homes immediately, warning that they’re about to come under
attack.
Ethiopian forces, which the transitional
government invited into the country, in late
December overthrew an Islamist government
that the Bush administration charged had given
sanctuary to al-Qaeda terrorists. But Ethiopia
has been unable to pacify the capital and has
instead stirred some of the country’s most powerful clans into all-out resistance.

Robinson has not endorsed a presidential candidate
ELECTION
continued from page 1

While DiBiase and Richardson have
given their goals different taglines,
both admit that there is some overlap.
Richardson, for example, said that
she is also interested in creating a
Tufts identity and that implementing
her platform will do so.

“One of the main roles of
the president is to be a lobbyist for the student body,
but I also think in addition
to that what the president
must be is someone who is
self-aware and also understanding of the greater Tufts
community.”

RUSSIA THREATENS TO VETO
UNITED NATIONS KOSOVO RESOLUTION
The plan proposed by a special United Nations
envoy, which envisages granting Kosovo supervised independence, is unworkable, a Russian
deputy foreign minister said Tuesday.
As an alternative to the Martti Ahtisaari plan,
Moscow has proposed sending a UN mission to
Kosovo and Belgrade before continuing talks on
the region’s status.
The UN Security Council backed Russia’s initiative April 13, and the UN mission is expected
to visit Belgrade April 25-26 and Pristina April
27-28, the Serbian Tanjug news agency has
said, citing UN diplomatic sources.
Vladimir Titov said the threat of a Russian
veto at the UN Security Council should invigorate a search for compromise.
Earlier Tuesday, Russia’s ambassador to the
United Nations described a UN report on the
situation in Kosovo and the implementation of
Security Council Resolution 1244 as too rosy.
The situation review was presented by the
UN Secretariat Monday at Russia’s insistence,
which has said the resolution is not being complied with, while the status of Kosovo cannot be
established without Belgrade’s consent.
The prime minister of Serbia’s breakaway
province said Friday there would be no more
negotiations on Kosovo’s status, and that the
UN would adopt a resolution granting it full
independence in May.

FATE OF BAGHDAD WALL SHROUDED IN CONFUSION
The U.S. military announced Monday that
it had suspended construction of a three-mile
concrete wall around the Sunni neighborhood
of Adhamiyah after an appeal by Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki to stop.
But U.S. officials also defended the effort to
turn Adhamiyah, a known insurgent stronghold, into a “gated community,” and an Iraqi
military spokesman vowed to press ahead with
the wall, leaving its fate shrouded in confusion.
The U.S. military’s construction of the wall,
billed as one of the “centerpieces” of the latest
strategy to pacify Baghdad, has instead triggered a torrent of outrage among Iraq’s Sunnis
and across the region.
The Adhamiyah wall is the first barrier aimed
at sealing off an ordinary Baghdad community
and would set off an almost exclusively Sunni
community from the almost exclusively Shiite
neighborhoods around it, stirring allegations
that the U.S. is seeking to perpetuate and
cement Baghdad’s sectarian divide.
The chief spokesman for Iraqi security forces
in Baghdad insisted that construction of the
wall would proceed, however.
— compiled from McClatchy Newspapers
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Mitch Robinson
TCU president

“My platform acknowledges that
a Tufts identity can be formulated
through academics, it can be formulated through social programming
and also through empowering students to be aware of their rights,” she
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said.
DiBiase also said that he is amenable to some of Richardson’s goals,
such as adding more courses in other
languages.
But where there are similarities,
there are also differences. While
DiBiase may support looking into
expanding language options, he said
that other goals should be prioritized.
“I think the first priority is to understand the student body better,” he
said. For other wide-scale projects, he
said that much of what will be done
depends on the feelings of the various
committee chairs in whose jurisdiction the projects fall.
Richardson also pointed out a
difference between the candidates.
During her freshman and sophomore
years, Richardson was not on the
Senate — DiBiase joined his freshman year — and she said that having
not served as an elected official during those two years provided her with
valuable insights. “Within Senate we
talk a lot about transparency ... but
because a lot of people have been in
Senate since their freshman year, they
don’t really know how it feels to be
out of the loop,” she said.
DiBiase feels that a third difference
is that his platform allows for easier
follow up on and implementation of
his proposals. “I think we agree about
the end goal. I don’t think we nec-

essarily agree how to get there,” he
said.
As an example, while he said that
Richardson plans to expand social
programming by adding more events,
he feels more than that needs to be
done. He said that his “Innovative
Program Fund” is one way to allow for
additional improvements.
Richardson countered that her platform also allows for follow through.
She said that her ability to establish
“a feasible platform” has been evident
during her time on Senate and that
she continues to push for realistic
goals.
While differences do exist between
the candidates, current TCU President
Mitch Robinson said that he will be
happy with whoever is elected.
Still, he said that the candidate that
students support should be able to
serve a few distinct functions. “One of
the main roles of the president is to be
a lobbyist for the student body, but I
also think in addition to that what the
president must be is someone who
is self-aware and also understanding
of the greater Tufts community,” he
said.
As such, he said a successful candidate should acknowledge his or her
limitations and turn them into something positive by developing helpful
relationships with supportive members of the community.

Web site to bring Tufts up to speed with current trends
MY JUMBO
continued from page 1

would be appropriate,” he said.
Stanton and Sonnenschein also said
that the new service makes sense given
some current trends.
“[It’s] a trend in higher education that
parents are far more involved today than
they were 10 years ago,” Stanton said.
“[Parents] ask more questions [and] are
more connected.” Part of this connectedness comes from increases in technology, he said.
According to Sonnenschein, the level
of dependence on technology made the
new service seem very practical. “It’s
common sense to go online,” he said.

“[It’s] a trend in higher education that parents are far
more involved today than
they were 10 years ago ...
[Parents] ask more questions
[and] are more connected.”
Paul Stanton
Dean of Student Services

Regardless of whether or not their
children sign them up for My Jumbo,

parents will have the opportunity to
update their contact information on
WebCenter for Parents, according to
Sonnenschein. This will allow the university to be able to maintain accurate
e-mail lists for important announcements, he said.
Prior to the creation of the site, administrators were only able to mail information to parents. “If there’s a serious event
on campus, [using e-mail] allows the
dean of students to get in touch with
parents a lot quicker,” Sonnenschein
said.
Parents will be informed of WebCenter
for Parents by mail shortly after classes
end, Stanton said.

Other states may follow Massachusetts’ health plan
HEALTH CARE
continued from page 1

changes will be required. “Tufts
University has great benefits, so we
get great insurance options,” she said.
“They’re all much more complete than
the state-mandated policy ... The law
is really talking about small employers who don’t offer insurance to their
employees.”
Another looming deadline is
January 2009. By then, businesses will
also be required to provide employees
prescription drug coverage. Many of
them are already concerned about the
costs of doing so.
“It’s easy to say, ‘Everyone buy
insurance.’ It’s harder to for everyone
to afford it,” said Dr. John Saragas,
who owns an eye care practice in
Davis Square and sees the situation
both as a medical practitioner and a
business owner.
He said that “that there should be
some form of [universal] insurance,
but whether this is best, time will
tell.”
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The plan won’t affect his practice,
since his employees’ insurance meets
the required standard, but it will affect
his patients positively by requiring
health care for all of them, he said.
While the benefits of providing prescription drugs are plain, the price tag
won’t be as easy to swallow.
“That’s where the big pushback is
coming,” explained Gary McKissick,
a community health lecturer at Tufts.
Though many employers already offer
health insurance, they’re still grappling with the added cost of add-on
requirements like prescription drug
coverage.
But Rosman is optimistic that other
states — and perhaps the country
— will follow Massachusetts’ lead to
improve healthcare nationwide, saying that states like California and
Pennsylvania have begun discussing
similar plans.
“It’s really starting to influence
national debate,” he said.
“There’s a lot of buzz,” McKissick
said. “But whether people actually

Friday

copy it, we won’t know for years.”

“Tufts University has great
benefits, so we get great
insurance options ... They’re
all much more complete than
the state-mandated policy
... The law is really talking
about small employers who
don’t offer insurance to their
employees.”
Margaret Higham
medical director of Tufts Health
Service
Both Rosman and McKissick agree
that things will change and that the
state will continue to work through
the kinks. “This is an experiment; it’s
not going to be static,” Rosman said.
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“The woman minces
over to the nest and
lays a golden egg
from her vagina. It’s
OK, she’s British.”
ARTS
see page 5
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As women steer clear of computers nationwide, Tufts breaks the trend
BY

CARRIE BATTAN

Daily Editorial Board

We live in an age in which women are
constantly told they can and should do
anything men can. But as an increasing
number of women join the ranks of men
and become professional athletes, CEOs,
world-class chefs, mathematicians and
engineers, the field of computer science
has seen a significant national decrease
in the percentage of women involved.
Tufts, however, is at the field’s forefront as it attempts to draw women into
the discipline with specific scholarships
aimed at women, the campus organization Women in Computer Science (WCIS),
and one of the few computer science faculties in the world with an equal number
of men and women.
According to an April 17 article in The
New York Times, women received about
38 percent of undergraduate bachelor’s
degrees offered in computer science in
1985. By 2003, that number had decreased
to just 28 percent. This number was even
smaller for schools offering additional
graduate degrees in computer science
in the 2003-2004 school year, resting at a
mere 17 percent.
With so much effort and attention
recently devoted to women in mathematical and scientific fields, why are many
females still repelled by and underrepresented in computer science on a national
scale? According to senior Stacey Ecott,
the president and co-founder of Women
in Computer Science at Tufts, women are
affected by stereotypes associated with
the field.
“I think there’s such a strong stereotype
that you have to be a nerdy hacker and
sit in front of your computer all day,” she
said. “That’s not what it’s about. People
have that really big misconception.”
Ecott also noted the difficulty of the
major itself, regardless of gender.
“People get into that first class or two,
and it’s hard; it’s a hard major,” she said.
“I think we’re scaring people away, big
time.”
Senior Lecturer of Computer Science
Judy Stafford agreed. She has noticed
a pattern among younger women first

MATT SKIBINSKI/TUFTS DAILY

Two computer science students work on a computer project in a Halligan Hall computer lab. Tufts has started a variety of programs aimed
at wooing more female students to become computer science majors.
entering college.
“Female students coming out of high
school have less of a concept of what
computer science is than male students,”
she said. “A large percentage of students
come to the department with misconceptions that computer science is about
programming all night long and eating
pizza and working alone.”
Stafford, who has recently devoted
large amounts of time and effort to helping draw women into technological fields,
also noted a larger trend in the nature of
the computer science field.
“Computer science has a problem with
minorities in general,” she said. “It tends
to be a white male population.”

Ecott estimated that, based on her
observations in classes, women make up
about a tenth of undergraduate computer
science majors. Maya Shoham, a sophomore computer science major and WICS
member, also noted the large gender gap
in her own classes. “You look around the
classroom and there’s one other girl in
the room,” she said.
The disparity between the amount of
women and men in computing doesn’t
stop at the classroom. Stafford, who began
her work in computer science in the
1970s, but did not complete a Ph.D in the
field until the ’90s, said she hasn’t noticed
an improvement in the scant amount of
women choosing to take the computing

route in the professional world.
“I’ve noticed a lack of women at conferences,” she said. “I’m definitely used to
being one of about 20 percent or lower of
women at meetings I attend.”
But Tufts has recognized the difficulties
in keeping women interested in technological disciplines and is making sincere
motions to improve the numbers. WICS,
created last year by Ecott and a friend,
was made in an effort to bring women in
computer science at Tufts together.
“We talked a lot as friends about [there
being] very few women in the department,” she said. “We realized that we
see WOMEN, page 4

Last-minute internships are out there, but not without some elbow grease
BY

MARTIN BOURQUI
Daily Staff Writer

With finals just around
the corner, many Tufts students have been preparing for
months for the fast-approaching summer. For many, this
includes organizing plans for a
summer job — or a lack thereof.
Some students, such as
sophomore
and
international relations major Leslie
Hayward, are simply continuing jobs they obtained during
the school year.
“In the middle of the second
semester I ran out of money
and badly needed a job, but
nothing was available,” she
said. “I saw a posting on
TuftsLife for a paid internship
with a local environmental
non-profit and managed to
get the job, which was for the
remainder of the semester and
into the summer.”
Not all students managed to
be so lucky, however— those
who are just beginning the
search for a summer experience are faced with difficulties
associated with a narrower job
and internship market late in
the season.
“Definitely, I didn’t look
early enough,” sophomore
Peter Radosevich said. “I probably could have pulled off an
internship if I had applied early
in the year, but now it’s going

to be working some mindless
job that won’t look good on my
résumé or be interesting.”
Junior Rachel Berkovitz is
finding herself in a similar situation. “At this point, ideally, I
would want a paid internship,
but I’m not going to be able
to find that this late in the
semester,” she said. “I’m just
going to have to get a normal
job.”
But Director of Tufts Career
Services Jean Papalia said students who are just beginning
the search for a summer job or
internship shouldn’t despair
just yet.
“We continue to receive
internship listings daily, which
we enter into our Monstertrak
internship site,” she said in an
e-mail to the Daily, noting that
there are numerous internship
openings on Monstertrak.com
even at this late stage spanning many industries, including entertainment, publishing,
politics and marketing.
She also said that while
many internships are still out
there, not all are full-time, and
not all are paid, either. “Many
students will find a part time
unpaid internship to get exposure to a career field and supplement that with a part-time
summer job,” she said.
Papalia also suggested students visit the Career Services
Web site, which includes links

VANESSA WHITE/TUFTS DAILY

Career services says it’s still not too late to find a rewarding summer internship — but students have to act
quickly. A variety of resources are available online to help students find potential internships.
to Monstertrak.com and other
job hunting sites, as well as a
15-minute PowerPoint presentation offering an overview of
the internship search process.
Career Services offers many
resources to undergraduates,
including consultations and
an expansive library of careerrelated materials in addition to
their online information, but
Papalia said some students are

unaware of these options.
Berkovitz is one such student. “I don’t really know
anything about it [Career
Services], to be honest,” she
said. “I’ve never been there,
but I’ve gotten e-mails from
them. I’m skeptical as to how
much they can help.”
Radosevich said he didn’t
use Career Services for help
with the summer job search.

“I figured it was more for
upperclassmen or seniors trying to prepare to enter the
workforce,” he said. “I’ve never
been there, been told I should
go there, or even really thought
about it that much.”
Hayward met with Career
Services earlier in the year, but
said that most of the informasee INTERNSHIPS, page 4
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Tufts’ gender-balanced computer science
department adds to appeal for women
WOMEN
continued from page 3

didn’t even know the other
women in the department, and
that they were probably going
through the same kinds of things
we were.”
Shoham has been able to use
WICS as a practical resource
and has helped the group in
its attempts at improving the
department.
“Recently I, with one of the
grad students, changed the
course descriptions for some of
the classes to make them more
interesting,” she said. “It’s nice
to talk to people who have been
in the working world and in the
industry ... It’s nice to talk to
other women, [both] undergrads
and grad students who’ve been
through the same thing.”
Perhaps one of the most
unique and progressive aspects
of the department at Tufts is that

its faculty is made up of equal
numbers of women and men.
Ecott, like many undergraduate
women majoring in computer
science, has drawn inspiration
from this during her four years
at Tufts.
“Of the professors that I’ve
connected with, they’ve all been
women,” she said. “It wasn’t on
purpose at all, [but] I guess that
it was a big part of me being
comfortable in the field.”
Ecott also praised the work of
the department chair, Professor
Diane Souvaine. “She’s done
a fantastic job in trying to get
women involved in research
and in the community,” Ecott
said. “Her work in doing that
has really made the department
stronger.”
Shoham agreed, explaining
how the leadership of women
has helped her undergraduate
education.

“It’s nice because you see what
you could become,” she said.
Stafford explained how Tufts
is trying to make the field of
computer science more appealing to the specific interests of
women. Stressing a potential for
great amounts of interdisciplinary work, Stafford said she has
seen many double majors come
through the department.
“We’re looking at the introductory curriculum and trying to
make sure that it includes materials that appeal to women,” she
said. “Women tend to go into
fields in which they feel that can
make a contribution to society.
We’re trying to make sure that
it’s obvious that computer science is an important field for
supporting society in general
and that it’s strongly connected
to other fields ... I do believe that
our department is going to make
great headway.”

Networking can begin any time, Papalia says
INTERNSHIPS
continued from page 3

tion given to her was already
online.
“When I talk to people at Ivy
League schools, their career
services actually help set them
up with jobs and internships,
which is something that Tufts
is totally lacking,” she said.
“My career counselor did
follow up with me by e-mail
and was very willing to help,
but what Career Services actually does is very limited.”
While Career Services’ role
is different for each student,
most can agree that getting a
summer job or internship is

helpful to a student’s career
for a number of reasons.
Papalia emphasized that a job
or internship should be more
than just a way to make money
or fill long summer days.
“It might be helpful to think
about internships in the broadest sense: that is, a learning
opportunity which can contribute to your career development by providing exposure to
and hands on experience in an
area of interest,” Papalia said.
“Career
development,
including internship search,
is an individualized process,
which is why we encourage
students to set up appoint-
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ments with our staff to discuss
their specific areas of interest.”
Papalia also said reaching
out socially on all levels as a
proven way of finding potential leads for jobs.
“Research indicates that
most people find jobs and
internships through networking, so that’s why we give it
emphasis in our discussion
with students,” she said.
But Papalia said students
must take the first step.
“There is no ‘cycle’ involved
in networking; you can launch
a networking initiative whenever you’re ready,” she said.

BY THE NUMBERS

Women in science and engineering
COMPILED BY

LUKE BURNS

Daily Editorial Board

It’s no secret that women
are underrepresented in science
and engineering fields, and
the gender gap is particularly
noticeable in computer science.
Tufts has several programs to
attract women to math and science fields, but such programs
are lacking at some universities
and science institutions nationwide.
But are the numbers improving? In this edition of by the
numbers, the Daily examines
how women are faring in those
traditionally male-dominated
areas of study.
26.3 Percentage of female college freshmen intending to
major in a science or engineering field in 2004
40.8 Percentage of male college
freshmen intending to major in
a science or engineering field
in 2004
0.4 Percentage of female college freshmen intending to
major in computer science in
2004
4.1 Percentage of male college
freshmen intending to major in
computer science in 2004
227,813 Number of science and
engineering bachelor’s degrees
awarded to women in 2004
224,525 Number of science and
engineering bachelor’s degrees
awarded to men in 2004
34 Percentage of
uate students in
engineering fields
41 Percentage of
uate students in
engineering fields

female gradscience and
in 1991
female gradscience and
in 2001

40 Percentage of female science and engineering faculty,
as of 2003, with a doctoral
degree
56 Percentage of male science
and engineering faculty, as of
2003, with a doctoral degree
1,330,500 Number of women
employed in science and engineering fields as of 2003
3,597,100 Number of men
employed in science and engineering fields as of 2003
519,700 Number of women
employed as computer and
information scientists as of
2003
1,363,700 Number of men
employed as computer and
information scientists as of
2003
$58,000 Median annual salary
of women employed full time
in computer science jobs for
2001-2002
$67,000 Median annual salary
of men employed full time in
computer science occupations
for 2001-2002
1979 The year that Congress
passed the Women in Science
and
Technology
Equal
Opportunity Act
—Compiled from the National
Science Foundation, Sciencemag.
org and the Committee on Women
and Science and Engineering
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It’s about ‘Time’ to discover the Noisettes
BY

ARIEL ROSEN

Contributing Writer

Imagine a beautiful woman decked
out in a feathery swan costume. She’s
humming to herself, wriggling about

The big finish

F

What’s the Time, Mr. Wolf?
The Noisettes
Vertigo

inales. They are a necessary
evil. On one hand, every beginning demands an eventual

end. On the other hand, the entire idea
lithely on stage. Slowly, she strips the
feathers off of her body, revealing
more and more golden skin until she
stands before you, naked. A nest rests
in the middle of the stage, delicately
constructed of twigs and leaves. The
woman minces over to the nest and
lays a golden egg from her vagina. It’s
OK, she’s British.
Now, not every band has a front
woman who has experience choreographing such risqué (disturbing?) burlesque routines as this, and
that fact is one thing that sets The
Noisettes apart. In fact, each of the
band members has an interesting life
story.
Aside from a foray into the art of
burlesque, singer Shingai Shoniwa
trained for the circus, though her
pretty face might look out of place
amongst clowns and bearded ladies.
Legend has it that drummer Jaime
Morrison rarely left his room over a
three-year span, preferring to spend
11 long hours a day perfecting his
art. As for guitarist and back-up singer Dan Smith, he fell for Shoniwa
(one can’t blame him) and never truly
recovered.
In any case, the respective Noisettes
have incorporated all of their individuality into their first full-length
album, “What’s the Time Mr. Wolf?”
The album title is derived from a

of the finale and all the gravitas it holds
ultimately leads to dissatisfaction.

VERTIGO

Oh Mr. Wolf, what big teeth you have!
form of tag that is similar to “Red
light, green light”. Prior to “What’s the
Time,” the band had released two EPs,
“The Three Moods of the Noisettes”
(2005) and “What’s the Time MiniWolf?” (2006), released exclusively on
iTunes.
The Noisettes utilize many different
sounds in their music, and are difficult to pin down within a single genre.
“What’s the Time” shows off their wide
range of skills, but it is brought down

TV REVIEW

by the over-use of repetitious lyrics. The songs could benefit decidedly
from more lyrical variation.
“IWE,” opening in a grand blast off
of Smith’s whammy bar, starts out
slow and quickly builds up into an
explosion of Karen O-esque sassiness
from Shoniwa. The guitar skips over
pinging scales and the drums keep up
a foot-tapping pace.
see NOISETTES, page 7

MOVIE REVIEW

No room for humor in ‘Hero’’s life ‘Fracture’ shatters
its audience
BY

TINA JUMANI

Contributing Writer

Ryan Gosling and Anthony Hopkins
pull off a spectacular and convincing
performance in Gregory Hoblit’s drama

Fracture
Starring Anthony Hopkins,
Ryan Gosling, David
Strathairn
Directed by Gregory Hoblit

ly unfathomable. The principal characters somehow gain superhuman qualities from the passing of a solar eclipse
and are later expected to unite in order
to save the world. That sounds simple
enough.
The whole matter is complicated by an
“X-Men”-esque plot twist that includes a
battle between those who desire to use
their powers for evil and those who want
to do good. Special attention is also paid
to the struggles that the “good” people
face in order to overcome their new duty
to humanity, as well as to cope with such
a sudden supernatural phenomenon.
This particular episode sets up an
interesting sequence of events that
will unravel in the next few weeks. The
placement of a bomb that will destroy all

“Fracture.” With the base of Daniel Pyne
and Glenn Gers’ mind boggling script,
the two actors portray an unimaginable
thriller story.
Ranking second in its opening weekend at the box office this weekend,
Hoblit’s “Fracture” awes and amazes
audiences nationwide. The uncanny
relationship between the defendant of
an attempted murder case and a lawyer hoping to go corporate forms the
basis of this twisted and compelling catmouse story.
Full of nooks and crannies, the story
twists and turns to make the audience
think instead of presenting it with hard
facts about bullets and blood. Hoblit’s
directing and incorporation of shot
angles truly is remarkable.
Ryan Gosling stars as Willy Beachum,
a public defender who is trying to hit it
big and rake in the money by switching
over to corporate law. For his last case
as a public defender, Willy tries to prosecute Ted Crawford (Anthony Hopkins)

see HEROES, page 7

see FRACTURE, page 6

NBC

A crucial middle school lesson: Don’t mess with cheerleaders.
BY

DANIELLE PRESCOD
Daily Staff Writer

NBC’s drama “Heroes” chronicles
the lives of characters who discover
that, aside from their uncanny physical

Heroes
Starring Hayden Panettiere,
Adrian Pasdar, Masi Oka and
Milo Ventimiglia
Airs Mondays at 9 p.m. on NBC
attractiveness, they also posses superpowers. Returning from a brief hiatus,
“Heroes” continues to depict the world
with circumstances that seem practical-

For the most part, I’m talking about
the end of a television series. Every
time we see the big ol’ words “Series
Finale” we expect something epic,
something that will fulfill every expectation that we have about the show,
something that will allow us to peacefully part with the characters we have
allowed into our lives week after week.
At the same time, we want the closure
to feel natural and to keep in flow with
the rest of the series. This (most often)
inevitably leads to a conflict. And, like
“Alien vs. Predator” (2004), no matter
who wins, we lose.
I’ll start my case off with quite possibly the summer’s biggest finale (which,
oddly enough, is not a TV show): “Harry
Potter.” Most likely, this will end in one
of the most prevalent finale problems:
a very visible author’s hand. In this
situation, every question is answered,
every plot is resolved, and it’s all a bit
too clean for the cynical mind. The
work becomes so obsessed in its finality that every second of it screams,
“This is the GRAND conclusion! Look
how I’m wrapping this up! And this
up!” And, for a few brief moments, we
cannot help but see the writer at the
keyboard instead of the characters on
the page or screen.
Even my much beloved “Arrested
Development” (a reoccurring reference
in my column) faced this problem in
the last few episodes. Faced with a
shortened run, it seemed that the writers tried to resolve every plotline in a
few episodes. The end result was fun
and dizzying, but at the same time felt
jarring and unnatural.
The sad fact is that the opposite
works just as poorly. “Freaks and Geeks”
unsatisfyingly ended über-realistically
(which was a trademark of the show).
The characters exited stage right like
they would any other episode. Nothing
was resolved ... because for all of them,
life was going to go on, whether we saw
it or not.
And then there’s “Evangelion,” an
anime show that had about just as
many questions to answer as “Deathly
Hallows.” Except, unlike “Harry Potter”
(probably) will, Evangelion decided
to leave every storyline hanging and
instead spent the final two episodes
psychoanalyzing the protagonist.
While both of these did not fall into
the “convenient resolution” pothole,
they too failed to leave the audience
content after all was said and done.
On top of these, there is the question of what one does when the idea
of a series finale does not fit the show.
Let’s all think back to “Seinfeld.” Once
they announced that the ninth season would be its last, everyone and
their mother began speculating on how
Jerry and the gang would take the final
bow. Would Jerry and Elaine marry?
Would they all die? The list went on
and on. Unfortunately, none of these
theories could possibly coexist with
the feel of the show: a show about
nothing. Seinfeld was brilliant because
see TOOHEY, page 6
Devin Toohey is a sophomore majoring in classics. He can be reached at
Devin.Toohey@tufts.edu.
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This movie has Jumani
breaking into applause

NEW LINE CINEMA

Having seen ‘Silence of the Lambs’ (1991), Gosling knows he’s in for a
real treat.

FRACTURE
continued from page 5

for the attempted murder of his
wife Jennifer.
But Willy does not know what
kind of twisted game he is getting himself into. When arrested
for murder, Ted attests to killing
his wife, who he knew was having an affair with Detective Rob
Nunally (Billy Burke), his arrestor.
Ted is no fool and has planned the
perfect murder. In fact, he even
chooses to refuse a public lawyer
and instead defends himself.
Hopkins was cast well as the
vindictive and vengeful husband.
Most well known for his performance in “Hannibal” (2001) as
Dr. Lecter, Hopkins has an aura
like no other. His dispositions
and mannerisms reflect those of
a realistic and tactful killer and
deceitful man. Disguised behind
a façade of a cultured and wealthy
engineer, Hopkins perfectly portrays a typical businessmanturned-nutcase.

Full of nooks and
crannies, the story
twists and turns to
make the audience
think instead of presenting it with hard
facts about bullets
and blood.
Gosling, in the same way, does
a good job portraying the little
man trying to make a big name
for himself. His acting as the stereotypical public defender that
has one foot out the door already
and wants to move on with his
life to bigger and better things is
very believable. Unlike his role in
“The Notebook” (2004), Gosling

D’oh, how can ‘The Simpsons’ end well?
TOOHEY
continued from page 5

it would take the microscope
to and exaggerate the minutest aspects of our lives. A
finale that was different from
any normal episode just didn’t
work in concept. At the same
time, honor had to be shown
to send off one of the biggest
shows of the ’90s. For what
it was, it worked as well as it
could.
And so, my dear readers, I
end this column with a little
brain-teaser, a little puzzle
that I dare you to find the
answer to, because, of all the
finales, I think this may be
the most problematic: “The
Simpsons.” I ask you, by now,
is it even possible to end “The
Simpsons” right?

I pose this question in part
because it is the quintessence
of the problem of the series
finale. “The Simpsons” is one
of the longest-running shows
ever. People who watched it as
kids now write it.
It is pretty much responsible in some part for every
adult-aimed cartoon sitcom
that has followed it. Yet, contradictions in terms of a conclusion spring up everywhere.
The main characters may be
staples of our culture, but they
have not aged, nor undergone
any huge arcs over the past 18
years.
The secondary and tertiary
characters probably have had
more screen time than the protagonists of other shows and
fans would cry bloody murder

if one or another were left out
of the last episode ... except
to cram them all in would be
forced and would inevitably
end with the show making fun
of its artificiality. At its core,
“The Simpsons” is (for lack of
a better word) episodic and a
grand finale would not work
with the tone of the show (I’m
even fearful for the movie).
But sooner or later, that day
will come.
Similarly, the time has come
for this column. I started off
with some grand idea about
finales (well actually, I started off with Facebook back in
September) and ended it ranting about “The Simpsons.” Oh
well. C’est la vie.
So long and thanks for all
the fish, pop-culture-ites!

plays a sharp intellectual lawyer
rather than a hopeless romantic.
This more academic role seems
very natural. His performance
and portrayal of Willy Beachum is
unforced and makes the audience
think that Gosling might be a bit
like Beachum in person.
Pyne and Gers’ script is perhaps
the most enthralling aspect of this
dramatic thriller. The implementation of Hopkins’ almost-perfect
murder leads the audience to ask
thought-provoking questions, all
of which are explained towards
the end of the movie. Even more
exciting is how Beachum discovers what really happened in
Ted’s own house, the scene of the
alleged crime.
The scenes involving Hopkins
and Gosling emphasize their cat
and mouse relationship. In addition, the screenplay perfectly
accentuates each actor’s strengths.
In the scene where Gosling
returns the defendant’s papers
to Hopkins, Hopkins manages to
accurately portray Ted’s reaction
to Beachum’s somber and unsympathetic response. Written into
the script or perhaps interpreted
by the actors, the scene comes
off just as it should: pensive and
almost taunting.
Hoblit has directed other such
films like “Hart’s War” (2002),
a drama and war movie, and
“Frequency” (2000), a science fiction thriller, neither of which were
as successful as “Fracture” at the
box office. Unlike “Fracture,” his
other work was not based upon
scripts this compelling and complicated. Hoblit has made the right
choice in filming such a story.
All in all, top performances
by well known actors like Ryan
Gosling and Anthony Hopkins are
what have made “Fracture” soar
to the top. Coupled with the excellent script and well-done directing
of Gregory Hoblit, “Fracture” pulls
off a shattering performance.

Write a Viewpoint!

Send submissions of 700
to 1,000 words in length to
viewpoints@tuftsdaily.com
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NBC’s ‘Heroes’ successfully blends genres to create gripping drama
HEROES
continued from page 5

of New York looms on the horizon as the
superhero cheerleader, Claire (Hayden
Panettiere), is confronted with her true
genetic history.
After finding out that her birth father
desires to relocate her to Paris while he
tries to win the city mayoral election, she
is distressed by the prospect of having to
live with her grandmother. Her adoptive
father remains a prisoner at Primatech
Paper and communicates an escape plan
for himself and the other people being
held there through the ESP powers of
another captive hero.
This storyline is contrasted with an
interesting portrayal of Claire’s birth father,
Nathan (Adrian Pasdar), who discovers
a plan by another “hero,” Linderman
(Malcolm McDowell), to blow up all of
New York City in a misguided attempt to
instill integrity and goodness in the world.
Linderman hopes that this explosion will
force people to unite in fear and cause
people to want to be good.
Despite his knowledge of the plan,
Nathan does little to stop the explosion.
He is preoccupied with the idea of winning the election and sees little else of
what is going on around him. His attitude and actions seemed quite unrealistic, as he is supposed to be faced with
the challenge of saving the world, but
instead ignores this pressing task in favor
of becoming the future mayor of New
York. He asks Claire to go to Paris so that
his illegitimate daughter’s identity does
not surface during the important election
week.
While Nathan is campaigning, his
brother, Peter (Milo Ventimiglia), literally
fights for his life. Sylar (Zachary Quinto),
one of the cruelest villains in primetime
television, proceeds to attempt to kill two
of the major characters within the brief
hour time span of the show. Nearly successful in his murderous plan, he is foiled
by Claire’s healing powers when she helps
bring Peter back to life.
Sylar then goes on a rampage to find
Isaac (Santiago Cabrera), the foreseer,

NBC

After noticing the diversity of the heroes, conservative commentators blamed the solar eclipse for catering to the liberal affirmative action
agenda.
who pens comic books about the future.
Isaac is murdered in Christ-like fashion,
crucified on the floor of his art studio,
sacrificing his life for the good of the
world. The tragedy of this event is only
magnified by the explosion and an actual
view into the future. Hiro (Masi Oka), the
Japanese businessman who has the ability to travel through time, confronts his
future-self as the “to be continued” screen
flashes. The next “Heroes” episode will
take place in the year 2012, after the great
explosion.

Shoniwa represents the many faces
of the in-your-face female frontman
NOISETTES
continued from page 5

In a similar vein, “Nothing to Dread”
is an energetic fist-pumping anthem. A
brief and pleasing respite from all the
noise comes when the tempo drops
and Shoniwa croons, “We’d cuddle up/
Drink summer beer/ And then smoke
tea.” From there, the pace picks right
back up and the recurring refrain of
“Don’t you know you got nothing to
dread” can get annoying.
The album’s slower songs, “Hierarchy”
and “Count of Monte Christo,” are
soothing and give your heart rate
a chance to slow down. Pleasing
moments, such as the a cappella bridge
and the playful duet between Shoniwa
and Smith in “Count,” offer a balance
to the controlled chaos of the rest of
“What’s the Time.” Both songs smack
of love, notably the bee imagery in
the chorus of “Count,” which captures
love’s ensnaring quality: “Stung, you’ve
got a hold on me.”
That being said, the album has some
low points as well. “Bridge to Canada”
is irksome in its refrain, “On the bridge
to Canada,” which recalls ’80s metal
bands, in the worst of ways. Shoniwa
leaves behind the pretty vibe from
“Hierarchy” and “Count” for a mediocre howling whine. “Mind the Gap,”
while vaguely political, gets lost in a
forest of epic vocal styling and wailing guitar riffs. Fittingly, the song dies
away abruptly in a storm of reverb,
undeserving of a concrete end.
The diverse array of tracks on
“What’s the Time” illustrates The
Noisettes’ musical capacity and potential. Unfortunately, the lyrics aren’t
as original and varied as they could
be, and this detracts from the album’s
overall success. Shoniwa’s diverse
vocal range and style greatly enhances
“What’s the Time.” She is one of few
capable of moving seamlessly between
Karen O feistiness, Joanna Newsom-

VERTIGO

For the sake of Noisette’s concertgoers, lead
singer Shingai Shoniwa has left her egg-laying days behind her.
like crowing and the raw sexuality of
The Distillers’ Brody Dalle.
To date, the Noisettes have toured
with the likes of TV on the Radio and
Bloc Party and have garnered a spot at
the upcoming Coachella music festival
in Indio, CA on April 27. “What’s the
Time Mr. Wolf?” is comfortably reminiscent of the punk shows you might
have attended in high school, walls
lined with graffitied couches and the
air thick with curling smoke. If you’re
interested in a band that can alternate
between chaotic guitar and pleasing
melodies, The Noisettes are for you.

With its science fiction ambiance,
“Heroes” proves to be an entertaining
escape from reality. The show maintains
a consistently serious tone, unlike other
dramas, such as “Grey’s Anatomy” and
“Smallville,” which tend to put a comedic twist on the somber issues at hand.
“Heroes,” however, earnestly attempts to
look at issues of good and evil in the world
and analyzes the concept of heroic — or
cowardly — super-humans who have the
power to control their own destinies as
well as the fate of the entire world.

That said, it is quite difficult to follow
the show if you have not watched the
other episodes, because heavy emphasis
is placed on the development of the characters. Since there are so many, it’s often
challenging to keep names and faces
straight.
Nevertheless, this television and comic
book hybrid conveys a very powerful
message about the world, and though
circumstances are presented in extremes,
it is clear that in a time of need, there will
always be a few heroes around.
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DiBiase candidacy has necessary vision to succeed
The tone and substance of this year’s
TCU presidential race demonstrate the
promise of next year’s student leaders. The
two candidates, junior Amanda Richardson
and sophomore Neil DiBiase, bring vibrant
ideas and energy to Tufts that bode well for
the future, regardless of which candidate
wins the race.
The proposals each candidate outlined
have the potential — and the potential
responsibility — to make Tufts a better
place than it currently is. The Tufts Daily,
however, endorses Neil DiBiase because his
ideas and experience offer the best chance
to bring the most positive change to Tufts.
Many of Amanda Richardson’s ideas
seem to center on making small but noteworthy improvements to student life. Her
ideas to update the Career Services Web
site, digitalize the Points system via a new
Web site, and to create an efficient housing
database are needed changes and should
be implemented. Her plans to increase
student-body-wide social programming
should also be applauded.
Richardson’s more ambitious proposals,
however, are large issues that no TCU president could enact in just one year. Modifying
the advising program and increasing language options are long-term efforts. Though
students may campaign for change, these
initiatives are ultimately within the jurisdiction of the administration and faculty.
The Senate has already passed a resolution
supporting the addition of Hindi and Urdu

to the Tufts undergraduate curriculum; at
this point it is up to the administration to
make the next move.
Another tenet of Richardson’s campaign,
expanding Tufts study abroad options, is a
process that takes many years; the Senate
has already passed a resolution endorsing a
Tufts program in an Arabic-speaking country, but the process is now out of the hands
of the students and up to the Office of Study
Abroad, which has told the Daily in the past
that the Tufts in China program took at
least three to four years to implement. With
the Office already in the preliminary stages
of adding the Arabic program, there is little
for the Senate left to do; certainly no more
programs could begin to be implemented
now.
We are confident that Richardson will
make a great senator next year; however,
it is Neil DiBiase’s platform that is most
appropriate both for the needs of the student body and the abilities of a student
body president.
Neil DiBiase’s detailed vision to improve
campus life builds on his considerable
accomplishments as a member of the
Senate. He clearly has the experience and
potential to make many of his plans come
to fruition. His planned changes to the
Greek system and his proposal to establish
a Tufts identity hold great promise if they
are broadly supported. But most of all, his
plan to create a liaison program between
individual campus groups and the TCU

Senate is the most practical and potentially
beneficial of all the ideas mentioned in
either of the campaigns.
Moreover, DiBiase’s plan to create an
“Innovative Program Fund,” which would
encourage campus groups to work together, accomplishes the necessary cooperation amongst student organizations that
a close-knit community should strive to
create.
DiBiase’s lengthier experience on the
Senate will undoubtedly help him effect his
goals. It does, however, have the potential
to be a curse as well as a blessing; we hope
that the current Senate historian will be
able to adjust his concerns to consider the
broader role of the TCU president and will
not find himself insulated from the Tufts
student body by spending too much time
in the minutiae of the Senate.
When faced with these two capable candidates, the Daily endorses Neil DiBiase
for TCU president. The scope of his vision,
buttressed by his accomplishments and
Senate experience, gives him the greatest chance of making the biggest impact
across the Tufts community. As a Senate
veteran, we believe DiBiase will be able to
work with his fellow senators to accomplish his plans.
For the good of the entire Tufts community, we hope that the two current candidates work together in the coming year and
implement the best of each of their ideas,
as well as those from outside the Senate.
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The pre-med debate. The weird bunny
mascot. Columns endorsing cocaine usage.
In all our 27 years of existence, no decision
the Daily has ever made — EVER — has
been as controversial as the managing
board’s choice this semester to publish the
popular Web comic “Married to the Sea.”
Before going any further, we hope that
our readers will be sympathetic to the dire
situation in which we began this semester.
Last fall, we ran Doonesbury, Non
Sequitur, Dilbert and Foxtrot. Unfortunately,
early this semester we learned that Dilbert
was not in our comics subscription, and
that Foxtrot’s author had decided to switch
to a weekly, instead of daily, format. The
Daily was thus left with a gaping, humorless
black hole on our comics page. And that’s
just no good. (We know it’s the only page
you guys read, anyway.)
To fill this hole, we turned to Married
to the Sea. Though its daily, zany dose of
humor brings a smile to our face and a
laugh to our heart (and sometimes a tickle
in our naughty places), we are saddened
that some in the Tufts community claim
that they just “don’t get it.” Never fear, loyal
Daily readers: we would be remiss in our
duties if we concluded the semester without explaining its wacky style (especially

because it’ll be back next semester).
To properly appreciate “Married to the
Sea,” one must remember that its ingenious
authors, Drew and Natalie Dee, start with a
Victorian-era lithograph to which a caption
is then added (according to the fountain
of knowledge that we call Wikipedia). One
must read the comic in this style — as if the
authors were trying to come up with the
funniest (and often most random) caption
that could possibly accompany said lithograph.
To better illustrate this point, let’s take
a look at a few of our favorite “Married to
the Sea” installments. One classic entails
a quartet of babies, playing instruments
and looking at sheet music. To their left, a
branch extends from the comic’s frame, on
top of which an owl is perched. The caption
reads “No, no, no. Baby orchestra, start at
section THREE and D.C. al capo. And you!
Harp baby! Pull your wig on straight. Have
some dignity. This is a baby orchestra.”
Though we too did not quite understand what we were reading at the first
glance, a bit of reflection soon reveals the
humor hiding beneath. The authors looked
at the whimsically Victorian picture — who
knows for what purpose it was originally
created — and decided that it appeared as

if the babies playing instruments (the “baby
orchestra,” if you will) were being lectured
by the arbitrary owl, who is sternly reminding them that their lack of skill in reading
sheet music and their unpolished appearance is in no way appropriate for the high
standards a baby orchestra must meet.
Another installment depicts the traditional “Last Supper” of Jesus and his apostles. Imagining a droll comment that could
be made in this situation, Drew and Natalie
Dee added a caption that reads “What? You
didn’t bring any bread? Nobody brought
any bread at all?! Do you guys not understand that this is going to be the LAST TIME
I EVER HAVE DINNER?” Of course, Jesus
(probably) wouldn’t have said this, which is
precisely what makes it so funny.
Because everyone’s tastes are different,
a few to whom we have explained Married
to the Sea still just don’t find that it tickles
their respective fancies. Still, many fellow
Jumbos have gained a greater enjoyment of
the comic after this explanation, which we
usually give as we’re accosted standing in
line to buy delicious Brown and Brew carrot
cake. We hope that this editorial will further
your enjoyment of today’s — and the rest of
the semester’s — Married to the Sea. And if
it doesn’t ... there’s always Sudoku.
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Though the weather may not have gotten the memo, it is technically spring ... which means it’s time
for the Daily’s annual — and completely unscientific — “Best of Tufts” survey. Drop your ballot off at the
Daily’s office in the basement of Curtis Hall by noon on Friday, April 27. Results will appear in the Monday,

Off the Hill

Best student organization:

Best dorm:

Best pizza:

Best dance club:

Best performance group:

Best student band:

Best breakfast/brunch:

Best music venue:

Best place to pick someone up: Best hang-out spot:

Best burritos:

Best place to pick someone up:

Best campus eatery:

Best candy at Jumbo Express:

Best restaurant on Points:

Best mall or shopping area:

Best dining hall dish:

Best fuel for an all-nighter:

Best restaurant off Points:

Best place to get a haircut:

Best dining hall dish ... if you Best study spot:

Restaurant that should have Best place to take a walk:

want to get sick:

been on Points yesterday:

Best dining hall theme night:

Best place to work:

Best restaurant to go to with

Best destination for a long

parents:

weekend:

Best class if you want an ‘A’:

Best sports team:

Best date restaurant:

Best T line:

Hottest professor, female:

Best speaker so far this year:

Best coffee shop:

Best online bookseller:

Hottest professor, male:

Best machine at the gym:

Best Chinese takeout:

Best late-night hangout:

Best show on TUTV:

Best frat:

Best bar:

Best summer storage company:

Best show on WMFO:

Best sorority:

Best place for dessert:

Best movie theater:

Best movie shown at film series:

Best bathroom:

Best liquor store:

Best anything of your choice:
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Summerophobia: Because
not everyone enjoys long
walks on the beach

S

ummer is upon us, my friends.
Mother Nature might be menopausal, skipping

right

over

spring and heading straight for the heat
wave, but we forgive her, gratefully accepting the opportunity to wear brands other
than North Face and the pleasant change
in scenery.

CORBIS

Education Action!
BY

ALISON GROSS

Schools that are made up of more than 50
percent students of color are nearly twice as
likely to be overcrowded as schools with less
than 20 percent.
Classes in high-poverty schools are 77
percent more likely to be assigned to an
out-of-field teacher than are classes in lowpoverty schools.
High school drop-outs are three and
a half times more likely than high school
graduates to be arrested in their lifetimes.
For every 100 students in the United
States who begin ninth grade, only 67 finish
high school in four years, and only 38 go to

Amanda for
President
BY

DAN GRANT

We have all heard many times during
our times here at Tufts that our school
is on the rise — we’re attracting better students and faculty, are becoming
more selective, more prestigious and
more well-known. These are exciting
times for everyone involved with the
university, and we need a leader who
is able to provide a strong voice for the
student body. It is because of this that I
am supporting Amanda Richardson for
TCU President in today’s election.
I strongly feel that Richardson has
the experience and the vision necessary to work with students, faculty and administration and to make
sure that Tufts remains committed to
undergraduate education, even as it
is improving and growing. Richardson
is the only candidate in this race who
has not been in Senate since freshman
year, and this gives her a strong outside
perspective on what the Senate does
well and what it can improve upon.
This perspective can only be obtained
see GRANT, page 14
Dan Grant is a senior majoring in political
science.

college.
When we hear disturbing facts like these,
we often feel incapable of enacting meaningful change. Education Action! offers
concerned students, educators and families
the opportunity to confront these issues
together.
Education Action! is a new group at Tufts
that is part of Jonathan Kozol’s recently
formed network of education activists.
Jonathan Kozol is a renowned education
writer and activist who spoke at the Tufts
Social Policy Forum in February.
The purpose of Education Action! is to
create, for the first time in America, a unified
and broad-based national movement that
aims to confront the shameful inequalities

of inner-city education and to bring about
dramatic transformations in our public
schools.
As the first college branch of the organization, our group is working to address
these issues in our host communities of
Medford and Somerville. We hope to actively pursue improvements in such areas as
high-stakes testing, President Bush’s No
Child Left Behind policy, funding inequities, inadequate school facilities, the lack
of qualified teachers in high-poverty areas,
see GROSS, page 14
Alison Gross is a sophomore majoring in
child development.

Voice from Richardson
BY

AMANDA RICHARDSON

Fellow Jumbos, I am overcome with
excitement on this Election Day! I never
would have thought that I would run
for TCU President. My first two years at
Tufts, I was involved in different student
organizations on campus but never took
part in the student government. I spent
my time outside class volunteering with
LCS, dancing with Kiniwe and organizing
Emerging Black Leaders events. At the
end of sophomore year, I developed an
interest in the student government.
I had heard about the TCU Senate but I
didn’t feel like my needs as a student were
being addressed. I figured that I could
bring about more change within the TCU
Senate than outside it, so I ran for Senate.
I feel similarly about the Presidency.
My track record on Senate thus far can
serve witness to my dedication and ability to enact change on campus. It would
truly be my pleasure to lead this amazing
student body! Tufts students are unique
and diverse in every aspect. I hope that
every student takes it upon his/herself to
jump outside his/her comfort zone and
attend the production of “Company” or
a Melodesiac performance or a lacrosse
game or to take an unusual course. Each
of these opportunities awaits us. Each day
at Tufts I learn something new and my
desire to be a student advocate grows.
I have proposed a few feasible goals for

next year that I believe will empower and
enrich students. Academically, I would
like to offer more guidance to students
through the improvement of the advising
program and career services. To further
Tufts’ mission of global citizenship and
awareness, I would also advocate for the
expansion of languages offered.
Socially, I think Tufts students need
more social outlets. We work hard
Monday through Friday, and I’m of the
mindset that we can benefit from down
time as well. I intend to work with student
organizations and the Dean of Students
Office to program more extensive social
programming.
Most importantly, I want students to
know their rights. You have a right to
fair treatment by the Police (TUPD and
Medford and Somerville Police). You have
a right to equitable housing. You have
a right to a safe and tolerant environment. If want to learn more about these
ideas (or give some feedback), check
out my Web site, http://web.mac.com/
Amanda4President.
I encourage you to take part in molding
your environment today by logging onto
Webcenter and voting (Seniors can vote
too!). The future of Tufts is in your hands.
So in the spirit of Tufts, be an active citizen
and vote for Amanda today!
Amanda Richardson is a candidate in
today’s election for TCU Senate President.
She is a junior majoring in English.

VIEWPOINTS POLICY The Viewpoints section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Viewpoints welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles on campus, national, and international issues can be roughly 700 to 1000 words in length. Editorial cartoons
are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in The Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the
day prior to the desired day of publication and must include the author’s phone number for verification purposes. Material may be submitted via e-mail (viewpoints@tuftsdaily.
com) or in hard-copy form at The Tufts Daily in the basement of Curtis Hall. Questions and concerns should be directed to the Viewpoints editor. The opinions expressed in the
Viewpoints section do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Tufts Daily itself.

Usually, though, spring gives us a little
time to adjust — a few rainy days, a few
undecided days. Without it, summer hits
us like a ton of bricks. Teachers start
handing out “final assignments” that
happen to be due within the next week,
CollegeBoxes starts asking for our money,
and annoying relatives rear their ugly
faces to find out if we’ve got any internships lined up. I don’t know about you,
but I was surprised by how soon we’ve all
began hurdling down the home stretch.
With the arrival of our season of freedom
comes a slew of discomforts and phobias
— all of which I’m going to have to cover
now, since the Daily doesn’t exactly grace
your front porches throughout those precious three months.
Undoubtedly, if you live anywhere
remotely close to a coastline, the first
thing you’re gonna wanna do when you
get home is find the nearest beach and
get as naked as possible. Great plan! One
problem — you’ve been locked indoors
for the last eight months, pacing back and
forth in your 10-by-10-foot cell, slaving
over problem sets and papers, and enjoying all the splendors that Carmichael
and Dewick have to offer. So basically,
you’re white as a ghost (potentially transparent!) and there are probably a few
extra pounds of you hangin’ around that
weren’t there when your parents sat you
on the plane or train or bus to leave.
I have friends who religiously visit tanning booths, and I have become totally addicted to exercise, but it doesn’t
change the fact that we have to do something proactive in order to avoid becoming college-student sized, non-green
versions of the characters from one of
Robin Williams’ better movies, Flubber
(1997). You can rest assured knowing that
the people at the beach have been at
the beach all year, those non-academic
scum.
Before I go on, I should probably
say that I’m a Floridian, so this situation more than likely resonates to a
higher degree with me or someone from
California or any other coastal state than
with someone from, say, Kansas or Iowa.
In any case, I can see it now: May 9,
2007. A beautiful Florida day. Ninety-five
degrees. I am walking down the beach,
trying to find a good spot to put all my
stuff. Once at the spot, my sister, who is
just about the most Puerto Rican nonPuerto Rican Jewish girl you could ever
meet, stands next to me, in all her bronze
glory. I take off my cover-up to reveal
that I am as pasty as Voldemort, the Dark
Lord, hidden from the public until now,
when I have finally gained enough confidence to reveal myself.
The entire beach erupts in laughter,
pointing, spitting hot dog crumbs everysee TEYTELBAUM, page 14
Olivia Teytelbaum is a freshman who
has not yet declared a major. She can be
reached at Olivia.Teytelbaum@tufts.edu.
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Improving our public schools Summerophobia might not be so bad
GROSS
continued from page 11

and the increasing segregation of
our nation’s public schools. Seeking
to drastically improve public education is an ambitious goal, but
through grassroots efforts on campus and in the community, we hope
to make a small but significant
contribution to the larger national
movement for educational reform.
As a kickoff project, we have been
planning an action campaign related to immigrant education issues.
Today we will be holding a Call-In
Day at the campus center to support the DREAM Act. The DREAM
Act is a federal bill that will allow
undocumented students who have
graduated from U.S. high schools
to pay in-state tuition should they
be accepted into a state college or
university.
Every year, thousands of qualified students who meet residency
requirements and have clean criminal records are unable to attend

college due to financial restraints.
Allowing these undocumented but
highly qualified students to pay
in-state tuition will bring greater
diversity and equity to our nation’s
college campuses.
Stop by the campus center
between 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. today
and we’ll give you all the information you need to call your state
representative and tell them you
support the DREAM Act. Flooding
the phone lines of representatives
across the nation is a powerful
symbol of support, and your voice
really can make a difference. You’ll
get a free baked good just for taking
the few minutes to make the call!
If you’re interested in joining
Education Action! or have any
questions, please contact TuftsEdu
cationAction@gmail.com.
Statistics regarding U.S. schools
are compiled from Children’s
Defense Fund, the Alliance for
Excellent Education and the
Interface journal.

TEYTELBAUM
continued from page 11

where. They don’t stop laughing. Now they are on the ground,
rolling, choking on sand. One
man suffocates. Seeing his
injured friend, the man next to
him tries to call the paramedics, only to realize that they saw
me from a distance, and are
also momentarily indisposed,
laughing uncontrollably. The
man, who is the only person
no longer laughing, looks at me
as the instigator of his friend’s
death. He grabs his umbrella
pole, slowly and tentatively, in
his left hand.
Other people who have now
stopped laughing only to prevent themselves from choking and dying (the fate that
so many others by this time
have met) have taken notice
of his gesture and follow suit,
grabbing their umbrella poles,
sand shovels, sharpened shells

and other beach paraphernalia
that could potentially be used
for violence. Fast forward to
me, running away, followed by
an angry mob of golden brown
beachgoers, with, so far, only
minor injuries. I can only run
for so long, though. I can only
run for so long.
So, that’s how that could
potentially play out. Not so well
for me, I suppose.
There’s another fear, a much
less publicized one, that you
might not even realize you
have until you’ve been home
for a few weeks. So, we’ve been
here at school, going back and
forth from class to class, sports
practice, friend’s rooms, meals,
activities, shopping, you name
it. We’ve gotten pretty used to
maintaining a firm schedule,
one of which we are the sole
crafters. With school out of the
equation — what the heck do
we do? There’s a solitary con-

finement-type anxiety that
resonates the minute you get
back to your own room in your
hometown, sit down and take
that deep breath. Then you’re
sitting there thinking, “Hokay,
so, umm ... now what?” You can
only go to the mall with your
friends so many times before
you realize that you’ve got three
more months of boredom, and
that’s when you decide to get
a job, or a last-minute internship, or whatever else you can
manage to piece together at the
last moment. We’re so pathetic.
There’s also, of course, the
issue of not seeing your closest friends for three months,
and of course, going home isn’t
so pleasant for everyone, and,
of course, the “unknown” that
summer brings with its spontaneous adventures and general mischief. I guess this is one
of those phobias we aren’t so
sorry we have to face.

Richardson: A dynamic leader for a dynamic university, Grant says
GRANT
continued from page 11

by being a student leader at Tufts before
being involved in the Senate. It was her
experience as a student leader that led
her to run for Senate last year because
she saw that there was a need to bring
the spirit of service back to the Senate,
and she has done that this past year.
When
deciding
to
support
Richardson, I had to look no farther
than her commitment to making the
Senate responsive to student needs
this past year to know that she is the
only choice to lead Tufts during these
dynamic times. This past year, as head
of the Senate Education Committee,
Richardson created a mechanism for
student input on professor tenure and
promotion, helping to ensure that pro-

fessors remain committed to teaching
and students are always at the front of
Tufts’ mind.
Richardson also responded to the
student body’s request for a later drop
date and fought for the addition of
the Latin American studies major
and Portuguese language curriculum.
Getting to know Richardson this semester has shown me that she is not on the
Senate to simply add to her résumé or
have a title. She is on the Senate, and
is running for President, because she
truly cares about Tufts and wants to do
her part to make sure it is living up to
its potential.
Richardson has set out an ambitious,
yet realistic, agenda for the Senate and
for the entire Tufts community for the
coming year. She realizes that Tufts

has amazing resources available for
students, and wants to make sure we
are putting those resources to the best
possible use. For example, she will
work to improve career services and
the advising system in order to better
address students’ needs. She will also
encourage the use of technology to
create a more student-friendly points
system and to provide students with
easy access to important information
that is now scattered and impossible to
track down.
She also wants to create a more open,
mature relationship between students,
administration and TUPD. Creating a
better relationship between students
and the various departments of the
administration will lead to a healthier
social life and a greater Tufts spirit.

I know that Richardson will be a
great president for the entire student
body and is the right person to lead
Tufts. Seeing her interact with other
students and administrators on a personal level, I see the connections she
makes and the relationships she builds
and know that she will be able to bring
together the entire Tufts community
and create a Senate where students feel
like their needs are being met and their
voices are being heard.
Today is an important day for Tufts,
a day where we can decide if we are
going to elect the candidate with the
vision to make the Senate more responsive and to ensure that Tufts keeps
its focus on the students. Let’s make
the right choice and vote for Amanda
Richardson as our next TCU President!
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Milligan’s squad splits final series in grueling eight-game stretch
BY

RACHEL DOLIN

Daily Editorial Board

On April 8, the softball team was mired in
a slump, having dropped four of five, including both games of a doubleheader against
SOFTBALL
(22-11, 8-1 NESCAC EAST)
Spicer Field, Yesterday
Endicott
Tufts

3
6

Endicott
Tufts

8
5

NESCAC contender Williams — a team it
had handed a 14-0 mercy-rule drubbing just
two weeks prior.
Two weeks later, things are looking much
brighter for the Jumbos.
Despite splitting a doubleheader against
Endicott yesterday afternoon, winning the
first game 6-3, before dropping the second
8-5, the squad is in prime position to take the
NESCAC by storm following the conclusion
of this weekend’s three-game set with Colby.
The completion of yesterday’s set with the
Gulls marked the final day of a brutal schedule that had the team playing eight games in
five days. Considering the circumstances —
the team played three of those games against
a Trinity squad that had boasted NESCAC
East supremacy as the first pitch was thrown
on Friday — Tufts emerged successfully.
Still, the grueling past few days took their
toll on coach Cheryl Milligan’s squad.
“On the fifth day, everyone’s tired,” junior
Heather Kleinberger said. “But overall, we
played well. We took the three at Trinity,

COURTESY LAUREN GELMETTI

Sophomore Roni Herbst prepares to slap the ball in the softball team’s doubleheader with the Endicott Gulls yesterday. After splitting the two
games, Tufts looks to win the NESCAC East by claiming one win over Colby this weekend.
which were the biggest games for us in terms
of NESCACs. Splitting with Endicott and
Wheaton, who are two big regional competitors, we would have liked to have taken all
four, but overall we hit well and played well
in the field.”

Jumbos sweep Lord Jeffs lacrosse
The men’s and women’s
lacrosse teams both found success in yesterday’s games with
NESCAC rival Amherst, with the
women winning 13-7 and the
men emerging with an 11-9 victory.
After last night’s game, the
men’s team stands just one win
away from a regular season
NESCAC title, which would be
its first in a league perennially
dominated by Middlebury. With
the win, Tufts improved its record
to 7-1 in the NESCAC, putting
itself in the driver’s seat with just
one game remaining against the
Panthers.
Senior tri-captain Mark Warner
had a huge game with two goals
and three assists, including a
vital insurance goal with just 11
seconds left.
The two teams traded goals
throughout the first quarter until
senior midfielder Chris Connelly’s
goal at the beginning of the second period handed Tufts a 5-4
advantage, its first lead of the
contest. But in the final seven
minutes of the half, Amherst
rattled off three-straight goals
— including its second man-up
goal of the match — to take a
7-5 lead into the locker room.
The Jumbos’ defense owned
the second half, however, as
Tufts held Amherst scoreless
from the beginning of the third
quarter until 4:26 left in the
game.
Tufts scored five goals in
that period, including a man-up
strike from Warner that gave the
Jumbos their first two-goal lead
of the match at 9-7. With the
score 10-7, two late goals from
the Lord Jeffs made the game
interesting, but Warner’s second
goal with just seconds left put
the game on ice.
The women’s team earned

a much-needed victory that
pushed it over .500, but it will
still likely need a victory Saturday
at Middlebury to get in the top
seven in the conference and qualify for the NESCAC Tournament.
Now ranked No. 17 in the
national Div. III rankings, the
Jumbos were underdogs coming
into the game versus the No. 8
Jeffs, who are also the secondbest team in the NESCAC. But
Tufts had the upper hand yesterday, routinely beating Amherst
to the ball and out-hustling the
Jeffs as it built up a big first-half
lead and held on for the win.
Tufts came out of the gates
strong on Senior Day, opening
up a surprising four-goal lead
before Amherst sophomore
Mary Noonan broke the shutout
with the Jeffs’ first goal. Junior
Sarah Williams scored two of the
Jumbos’ four goals, and the Tufts
defense was impenetrable. Tufts
added three more goals before
the half to go up 7-1. Freshman
Jenna Abelli had a pair in the
half, as did senior co-captain
Lauren Murphy.
While the Jumbos’ offense
was firing on all cylinders, the
defenders were really the story
of the half, as they stymied every
threat, led by strong play from
sophomore goalie Gillian Kline.
The Jeffs would not go away,
however, as they recorded their
own four-goal run to open the
half. Senior quad-captain Alyssa
Briody had two of the goals to
pull her team to within striking
distance at 7-5. But every time
Amherst seemed to pull within
striking distance, the Jumbos
found a way to score again and
keep the game out of reach.
See tomorrow’s Daily for more
coverage.
— by Ethan Landy and Matt
Mertens

The team can’t really complain, as it has
won 10 of its last 12 and needs only one win
in this weekend’s showdown with the 2-5
Colby Mules to claim the division’s regular
season crown.
Although yesterday’s second-game loss

didn’t set the team back as far as league
standings are concerned, it left a sour taste
in the Jumbos’ mouths.
“Right now, we’re short of where we should
see SOFTBALL, page 18

SAILING

Women’s sailing takes home the hardware
COURTESY KEN LEGLER

Senior Emily Randall and junior Chloe Starr balance precariously over Mystic Lake. The women’s sailing team
performed excellently this weekend, winning the Reed Trophy Women’s New England Championship.
BY

CARLY HELFAND

Daily Editorial Board

The waters proved friendly for
the women’s sailing team this
weekend as it cruised to first place
at the Reed Trophy Women’s New
England Championship, held at
Conn. College.
With each division sailing 10
races apiece, A sailors’ junior
quad-captain Kaity Storck and
junior Lyndsey Gibbons-Neff and
the foursome of senior quad-captain Emily Randall and seniors
Gretchen Curtis, Emma Creighton
and Jen Giroux beat out 12 other
teams. The Jumbos combined for
the leading score of 89 points,
with the A boat capturing first
place in its division and the B boat
taking fifth, just behind URI and
Boston University.
Along with the victory, skip-

pers Randall and Storck and crews
Gibbons-Neff and Giroux also garnered All-New England honors.
As for the co-ed sailors, the
Jumbos raced at the Fourth Annual
George Morris Regatta, held this
weekend at Boston University. A
sailors’ junior Michael Easton and
senior quad-captain Anna Martin
and B sailors’ junior Peter Fallon
and freshman Lou Tanyu navigated unpredictable wind patterns
through 10 races to come up with
scores of 57 and 101, respectively.
“The wind was pretty fluky,”
Easton said. “It was coming from
all over. You don’t have to win
every race to do well, and rather
than try to do that, we just worked
on consistency and it paid off.”
“There were a lot of shifts in
the wind, so essentially the skippers just really had to look out for
where the little puffs are,” Tanyu

said. “It’s really hard to read as a
crew. I have to know how hard I
have to roll tack depending on
whether the wind is lighter or
heavier, how quickly I need to
move in the boat, and how quickly
I need to be working the jib.”
The Jumbo squad posted an
11th-place finish among a field
of 18 competitors, four of which
were first-string teams.
“The competition at this regatta
wasn’t quite as decent as at other
regattas that were going on this
weekend,” Easton said. “But BU,
Bowdoin, USF and ODU had their
first string teams there, and those
teams gave us some good competition.”
A sailors senior quad-captain
Zander Kirkland and B sailors
sophomore Baker Potts and junior
see SAILING, page 16
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INSIDE THE AL

Injury bug bites many of the major league’s preseason favorites
BY

ANDREW SILVER

Daily Editorial Board

Through three weeks of the season, 12
of the junior circuit’s 14 teams are within
three games in either direction of .500.
Heading into Tuesday’s action only
the Boston Red Sox, who lead the pack
at 12-6, and the Kansas City Royals,
who lag behind everyone at 6-13, have
distanced themselves from the pack.
Don’t mistake the American League for
the NFL, though; parity won’t reign for
long. The true reason the AL is so tightly
packed is that many of the league’s most
talented teams have been plagued by
injuries. Not only have the New York
Yankees, Toronto Blue Jays and Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim of California
of the United States of America limped
out of the gate, but weaker opponents
have benefited against them.
Toronto has played nine games against
the Tampa Bay Devil Rays , Kansas
City Royals and Baltimore Orioles and
emerged only 4-5. Although the Jays
took care of business in the early going,
taking two-of-three from Tampa and
Kansas City, Baltimore swept them in
convincing fashion this weekend.
Things are not looking any brighter
for Toronto, either. Lefty closer B.J. Ryan,
who strained a ligament in his throwing
elbow April 14, was recently moved from

the 15-day to the 60-day disabled list.
Without their $9 million-a-year closer,
the Blue Jays will rely on Jason Frasor in
the ninth inning. While Troy Glaus, who
has been out the last two weeks, will
give Toronto an offensive boost when
he returns to the lineup soon, the Jays’
patchwork bullpen might be their undoing in the first half.
The bullpen has also been a problem
in the Bronx, although the Yankees’ lateinning woes are nothing compared to
their horrendous starting rotation. Their
only healthy starters are Andy Pettitte
and Kei Igawa — Chien-Ming Wang,
Mike Mussina and Carl Pavano have
all been on the shelf — and the Bronx
Bombers have been largely unable to
rely upon fill-ins Darrell Rasner, Chase
Wright and Jeff Karstens.
The end might be in sight for New York,
however, as Wang made his first start of
the season last night, and Mussina is
scheduled to return to the club by the
end of the month. On the offensive side,
Hideki Matsui was in the lineup Monday
for the first time since Apr. 7, and the normally-durable Johnny Damon and Jorge
Posada, who were limited by bumps and
bruises last weekend in Boston, seem to
be ready to go once again.
The Yankees might have squandered
see INSIDE THE AL, page 18
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Toronto Blue Jays’ closer B.J. Ryan, who inked a five-year $47 million deal during the offseason, headed to the 60-day disabled list on April 15 with a left elbow strain.

SCHEDULE | April 25 - May 1
WED
Baseball

THU

FRI

vs. Bentley
3 p.m.

Softball

SAT

SUN

at Colby
3:30 p.m.

at Colby (2)
12 p.m.

vs. Colby
4:30 p.m.

vs. Colby
(2)
1 p.m.

Men's
Lacrosse

vs.
Middlebury
1 p.m.

Women’s
Lacrosse

at
Middlebury
12:45 p.m.

MON
vs. ECSU
3 p.m.

SAILING
continued from page 15

Men's
Tennis

NESCAC
Champs.
at Amherst

NESCAC
Champs.
at Amherst

NESCAC
Champs.
at Amherst

Women's
Tennis

NESCAC
Champs.
at Amherst

NESCAC
Champs.
at Amherst

NESCAC
Champs.
at Amherst

Track and
Field

Jumbos look to cruise at
Team Racing Championships

TUES

Meredith Ginley also took seventh
place overall.
The Jumbos took eighth place
in both divisions at the Thompson
Trophy, hosted by the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy, and combined
for a score of 277 overall.
After securing a win at April
15’s Greater Boston Freshmen
Championships at home, the
Jumbo freshmen faced off against
New England’s top first-years in the
Priddy Trophy at Mass. Maritime.
Freshmen Andrew Criezis and
Jennifer Watkins sailed 12 races,
tallying 106 points over the course
of the weekend despite a shaky
beginning.
“We started out on Saturday
doing really badly,” Criezis said.
“Every race, we improved — we
went from the back of the fleet all
the way to the front — it just took
awhile. We know we can compete
with the top guys, [and] we just
need to be a little more consistent.”

NESCAC
Champs. at
Middlebury

at Penn Relays
Time TBA

at Pittsfield
10 a.m.

Crew

at Harvard, at Harvard,
Salve Regina, Salve Regina,
Dartmouth
MIT

Sailing

In addition to a deep fleet,
bad wind and an unusual racing format also contributed to the
Jumbos’ struggles at the get-go.
“We were hoping to improve a
lot on Sunday, but then the wind
died and the regatta got called
early in the afternoon after not
getting many races in,” Watkins
said. “Also, it was different in that
normally you have two boats in
two divisions in each regatta and
this time it was only one boat,
which made it more competitive.”
Members of the Jumbo team
are looking toward this weekend, when they will compete in
the New England Team Racing
Championships at Harvard, hoping to lock up a trip to Nationals.
“That’s going to be a really
good regatta with tons of good
teams,” Easton said. “There are
only a couple berths to qualify for
Nationals, and that’s what we’re
hoping to do. We have to be in
the top three go to Nationals and
show our stuff there.”

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Men's Lacrosse
NESCAC Standings
Team

NESCAC OVERALL

Wesleyan
Tufts
Trinity
Amherst
Middlebury
Williams
Bowdoin
Bates
Colby
Conn. College

W
7
6
5
4
4
4
3
2
1
1

L W
1 13
1 10
3 8
3 6
3 7
3 6
4 6
5 5
7 2
7 3

Men's Lacrosse
G A
Clem McNally
Mark Warner
Chris Connelly
Connor Ginsberg
Chase Bibby
Doug Smith
Mike Cortese
Michael Ludwig
Jordan Yarboro
Tucker Merrigan
Team
Goaltending
Matt Harrigan

31
15
16
13
7
5
7
5
5
1
114

4
18
10
9
3
3
0
2
1
3
62

Baseball NESCAC Standings

Women's Lacrosse
NESCAC Standings
L
1
2
4
6
4
4
6
5
9
9

P
35
33
26
22
10
8
7
7
6
4
176

GA S S%
96 145 .602

Team

Team

NESCAC OVERALL

W
10
8
10
5
7
7
9
8
6
3

L
1
4
3
5
5
5
4
5
6
9

Women's Lacrosse
G A

P

Middlebury
Amherst
Trinity
Williams
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Colby
Bates
Tufts
Conn. Coll.

Courtney Thomas
Lauren Murphy
Jenna Abelli
Sarah Williams
Alyssa Corbett
Chrissie Attura
Maya Shoham
Bretlyn Curtis
Alyssa Kopp
Emily Johnson
Team
Goaltending
Tracy Rittenour
Gillian Kline

W
8
5
5
4
4
3
4
2
2
0

31
25
26
10
12
11
16
9
7
5
159
GA
33
80

L
0
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
7

9
7
4
20
16
13
7
2
3
5
93

S
38
63

NESCAC

OVERALL

Softball NESCAC Standings
Team

NESCAC

OVERALL

East
Tufts
Trinity
Bowdoin
Colby
Bates

W
7
8
5
2
1

L
2
4
3
6
8

T
0
0
0
0
0

L
8
5
11
14
13

T
0
0
0
0
0

East
Tufts
Trinity
Bates
Colby
Bowdoin

W
8
7
3
2
0

L
1
4
5
4
6

T
0
0
0
0
0

W
21
17
5
14
18

L
10
6
13
6
13

T
0
0
0
0
1

West
Amherst
Williams
Middlebury
Wesleyan
Hamilton

6
6
4
3
2

3
3
5
6
4

0 11 9
0 16 7
0 9 10
0 11 16
0 7 9

0
0
0
0
1

West
Wesleyan
Williams
Middlebury
Amherst
Hamilton

7 2
7 2
5 3
4 5
0 11

0
0
0
0
0

19
15
17
14
1

11
13
9
13
26

0
0
0
0
0

W
18
22
12
6
3

Softball
AVG HR RBI

Baseball
AVG HR RBI

40
32
30
30
28
24
23
11
10
10
252

Corey Pontes
Bryan McDavitt
Kevin Casey
Kyle Backstrom
Brian Casey
Dave Katzman
Steve Ragonese
Eric Catalanotti
Nick Curato

.412
.368
.356
.355
.324
.306
.303
.275
.250

1
2
0
1
0
0
7
0
0

11
21
19
5
19
10
32
9
2

Samantha Kuhles
Casey Sullivan
Maya Ripecky
Erica Bailey
Jenna Robey
Christy TInker
Heather Kleinberger
Roni Herbst
Megan Cusick

.430
.398
.388
.385
.362
.358
.345
.333
.306

Team

.292

13

155

Team

.340 17 185

S%
.535
.441

Pitching
Adam Telian
Derek Rice

W L ERA SO
4 1 1.27 35
4 0 2.95 22

Pitching
Lauren Gelmetti
Stefanie Tong

W L ERA SO
6 2 2.22 52
4 4 2.60 19

0
6
2
0
2
3
0
0
2

13
35
18
17
15
27
11
8
10

USILA Div. III Men’s Lax
as of Apr. 23, 2007

Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. Salisbury (14)
2. Gettysburg
3. Western New England
4. Wesleyan
5. Ithaca
6. St. Lawrence
7. Nazarath
8. R.I.T.
9. Tufts

IWLCA Div. III Women’s Lax
as of Apr. 22, 2007

Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. Franklin & Marshall (15)
2. Salisbury
3. Middlebury
4. Gettysburg
5. The College of New Jersey
6. Hamilton
7. Babson
8. Trinity
17. Tufts

ABCA Div. III NE Baseball
as of Apr. 24, 2007

Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. Wheaton
2. Eastern Conn. State
3.. Sourthern Maine
4. Tufts
5. Trinity
6. Williams
7. Suffolk
8.Western New England
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SPORTS
EVANS CLINCHY | DIRTY WATER

DAILY DIGITS

3

68

2

Runs scored by the softball team in a tengame span from April 10-23. The Jumbos
have gone on an offensive tear during
this stretch, helping intself to a sweep of
NESCAC East rival Trinity over the weekend.
With its wins over the Bantams, Tufts has a
commanding lead in the division with one
NESCAC series remaining.

Times Red Sox outfielder J.D. Drew has
been part of a back-to-back-to-backto-back home run streak. He and the
Dodgers went deep four-straight times
in a win over San Diego on Sept. 18,
2006. Drew’s Red Sox did the same to
the Yankees’ Chase Wright Sunday. The
outfielder slugged the second home run
in both streaks.

139

47

1.4

Number of years it took a Trinity baseball
player to throw a perfect game. That
streak ended Saturday, as junior Tim
Kiely blanked the Jumbos in a seveninning gem, winning 4-0 in a crucial
NESCAC East rivalry game. The Jumbos
had the last laugh, however, taking the
weekend series two games to one.

Number of regular-season victories for
the Toronto Raptors -- a franchise record.
Toronto also won its first ever Atlantic Division title. On Tuesday, Raptors’ coach Sam
Mitchell was honored as the NBA’s coach of
the year.

Prize money, in millions of dollars, to be
awarded to both the gentlemen’s and
ladies’ singles Wimbledon champions
this year. The overall prize purse for the
entire tournament will exceed $22.5
million, an 8.7 percent increase over
last year’s purse at the Championships,
making Wimbledon the most lucrative
tournament in professional tennis.

Goals scored by Bates in the final 1:34 of
Saturday’s men’s lacrosse game to tie the
game at 8. The Jumbos escaped with a
9-8 win in double-overtime after junior
Connor Ginsberg notched the gamewinner 1:27 into the second OT.

INSIDE THE NL

The Chicago Cubs: really, not that bad after all
BY

EVANS CLINCHY

Daily Editorial Board

When you haven’t won a World Series
title since 1908, it’s easy to have low
expectations.
It’s even easier when you’re the Chicago
Cubs, who endured a frustrating 2006 season as the worst team in baseball’s worst
division: the National League Central.
Dusty Baker’s Cubbies lost 96 games last
season, the most of any NL club, and a
far cry from the 88-74 squad that won the
Central and came within one infamous
foul popout of an NL pennant in 2003.
The scapegoats for the franchise’s collapse are pitchers Kerry Wood and Mark
Prior, who combined for 32 wins in that
’03 campaign but have never quite been
the same since. Wood struggled so mightily after 2003 that he was relegated to the
bullpen by ’05. Prior, who made 30 starts
in ’03, never equaled that total again,
as the oft-injured young righty took the
mound just nine times in 2006.
The duo’s woes have only continued
this season. Having already taken eight
trips to the disabled list, Prior, 26, was
penciled in for exploratory arthroscopic
surgery on his shoulder yesterday, just
weeks after a horrendous spring training
season left him off the major league roster.
Coincidentally, Wood has also experienced pain in his right shoulder and has
been on the 15-day DL since March 29
with “shoulder stiffness.”
With the team’s two supposed aces
missing in action, it appears that the
Cubs are headed for another last-place
finish in the abysmal NL Central, right?
Well, yes and no. While the Cubbies,
who entered yesterday’s action with a
frustrating record of 7-12, are in sole possession of last place for the time being,
the numbers may be a bit misleading. In
actuality, the Cubs, unlike four of their
five NL Central competitors, have scored
more runs than they’ve allowed, with an
impressive total score of 87-77 through
their first 19 games.
If the offense is there and the pitching
joins it, then it’s possible that this year’s
Cubs are only missing one thing, and it
may be the same thing they’ve been lacking for the past century: luck.
Even without Prior and Wood, the
Cubs’ pitching staff is still sure to start
putting some notches in the W column
soon. Ace Carlos Zambrano may not be
off to his best start (he’s 1-2 with a 7.77
ERA in his first four starts), but a trio of
saviors — Rich Hill, Jason Marquis and
Ted Lilly — have stepped up to return the
North Side rotation to glory.
Pitching what could be his first full
season at age 27, Hill has been the most
impressive member of the rotation so
far.
Entering last night’s game against
the Milwaukee Brewers, Hill owned the
league’s best ERA, at 0.41. In three starts,
he’d allowed just one run on eight hits
in 22 innings of work. The Cubs were
undefeated in his three outings, including
his eight-inning gem against the Atlanta
Braves Thursday.
Marquis finally won himself a World

MCT

The Cubs’ 136-million-dollar man, Alfonso Soriano has battled injuries and a slow start this
April. Chicago has been struggling in Soriano’s absence, dropping 12 of its 19 contests.
Series ring in October after three deep
playoff runs with the St. Louis Cardinals,
but individually, he had a shaky year, turning in a 6.02 ERA and losing 16 games. He
left St. Louis to sign a three-year, $20 million deal in Chicago, and since arriving at
Wrigley, he’s been solid.
In four starts, his ERA is a minuscule
1.88, but he suffered from an early lack
of run support en route to a no-decision
and a loss in the opening week. Since
then, he’s bounced back nicely, notching
a pair of easy wins at home against the
San Diego Padres and his ex-teammates,
the Cardinals.
Lilly entered 2007 with a career record
of 0-1 in the National League, having
bounced around the junior circuit, from
New York to Oakland to Toronto, since
debuting with the Montreal Expos in
1999. A nasty run-in with Blue Jays’ manager John Gibbons last August, however,
was the last straw for the 31-year-old
southpaw, who left town during the offseason and found himself a new home at
Wrigley.
Like Marquis, Lilly has struggled to
find run support in Chicago so far, but
also like Marquis, he’s got solid numbers
otherwise. He’s turned in four-straight
quality starts with an ERA of 2.42, but he
has only one victory to show for it: a 4-1
win over the Cincinnati Reds on April 4.
The run support issue brings with it
two questions, both of them troubling for
GM Jim Hendry and new manager Lou

Piniella. One question is what to expect
from newcomer Alfonso Soriano, and the
other is whether Soriano will get any help
from his supporting cast.
Hendry spent $136 million this offseason on an eight-year deal with the
31-year-old. It’s easy to see why. The man
has produced everywhere he’s gone, from
New York to Texas to Washington, and he
even churned out a 40-40 season with the
Nationals last year.
But thus far, Hendry has been slow to
reap the benefits of his signing. Soriano
has struggled with a hamstring injury
and only recently returned to the lineup
Sunday, and it remains to be seen where
he’ll end up in the Cubs’ defensive alignment — in left field, in center, or at second base.
For the Cubs’ offense, the woes don’t
end at Soriano. One-time MVP candidate
Derrek Lee hasn’t hit a single home run
this season, and the team’s entire outfield
— Cliff Floyd, Jacque Jones and Matt
Murton — has an OPS below .700. Hendry
has loaded his roster with talent, but for
some reason, his sluggers just aren’t slugging this April.
If these guys can turn the Cubs’ offense
around in the coming weeks, this team
should be just fine. In the weak NL
Central, they may even contend for a division title. But if not, the Cubs will see that
it’s tough to win with no offense. They’ll
likely find themselves in a place they’ve
gotten to know all too well — the cellar.

You don’t know Shaq

Y

ou know, I don’t think we’re
talking about a repeat, or a
three-peat, or even a four-peat.

That’s right. We’re talking a minimum
eight-peat.”
—Robert

Smigel,

“Bill

Swerski’s

Superfans”
It seems like only yesterday that
Chicago’s “Da Bulls” were the most dominant sports team on the planet.
We may never again see a team quite
like the one that went 203-43 in the three
seasons between the winter of 1995 and
summer of ’98, hardly breaking a sweat
en route to three-straight NBA titles.
But oh, how the mighty have fallen.
The winter of 1999 brought not only
a player lockout, but Michael Jordan’s
second retirement as well, and the Bulls
haven’t been the same since. The postJordan era has brought five last-place
Central Division finishes, two NBA-worst
records, and zero wins in a postseason
series.
As a post-Larry Celtics fan, I can’t help
but feel sorry for the post-MJ Bulls. It’s
never easy to go through such a dramatic
fall from grace, and there’s perhaps none
worse than the one Chicago suffered
starting in ’99.
This year, however, the Bulls have a
chance at redemption. As luck would
have it, they’ve drawn the defending
champion Miami Heat in the first round.
This means that for the fourth year in a
row, center Ben Wallace has found himself matched up with Shaquille O’Neal in
a playoff series.
The rivalry between the two elite big
men began in the 2004 NBA Finals, when
Shaq’s Lakers ran into Wallace’s Pistons.
Big Ben averaged a double-double in
the series’ five games, the Big Aristotle
played well but didn’t get any help, and
the Big Fat Franchise Destroyer (also
known as Kobe Bryant) missed threes
like never before, handing the Pistons
the championship, four games to one.
The following year, Shaq took off for
Miami and led the Heat to the Eastern
Conference Finals, where they lost to
Wallace and the Pistons. Then in 2006,
O’Neal finally got revenge, as the Heat
took both the conference final rematch
and the NBA Finals with Dallas in six
games each.
And for O’Neal-Wallace IV, the first
opening-round meeting of the two big
men, the setting is the Windy City. And
I can’t help but think ... what an inspirational place for the two men to meet.
For me, it inspires this question: what
if Shaquille O’Neal is the best postseason
player ever to set foot on that United
Center floor?
I think everyone who’s ever laid eyes
on Michael Jordan just threw his or her
newspaper away in disgust. But for those
of you still with me, let’s think about this
for a second.
Jordan had a career playoff series
record of 30-9, while Shaq enters this
year with an eerily similar mark of 307 (including 26-0 when winning Game
1). And as for winning when it really
counts?
Yes, Jordan has six championship
rings, and no, Shaquille does not. He has
a paltry four, and at 35, he’s running out
of time to play catch-up.
But for all his greatness, Jordan didn’t
find success with quite the same longevity. After all, it took him three years
to get his Bulls out of the first round,
and another three to get them to their
first Finals, which they finally reached in
see CLINCHY, page 18
Evans Clinchy is a sophomore majoring in
English.
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Commencement
What do you need to know?
Commencement 2007 http://commencement.tufts.edu
University Chaplaincy
Noontime Concerts at Goddard
Chapel featuring works by J.S.
Bach, Joseph Schwanter, Fumito
Nunoya, Marimba, GOddard
Chapel, 12:30 p.m.
Chaplain Table
Chaplain Table, Thursday 4/26, “The
Gospel of Circumstances: Radical
Consciousness and Religious
Imagination,” Lynn Cooper,
Chaplaincy Intern, Harvard Divinity
School, 5-7p.m., Machphie COnf.
Room, Dewick dining hall.

Housing
Ball Square Beauty
2BR, 2Bath condo for rent. Central
air. W/D in unit. 1 covered garage
space. Newly updated. Short walk
to Tufts. Avail 6/1. $1,500 + sec
dep. 1 yr lease. Call 617-504-8708.
Spyder Web Enterprises
Apartments Sublets and
Roommates. List and browse free!
Find an apartment, sublet or room.
In any major city or area. Studio, 1,
2 bdrm $800-3000. www.sublet.
com 1-877-367-7368
Four Bedroom Apartment
Four bedrooms totally renovated
in last two months. Right next to
school. Do not wait. Will not last.
617-448-6233
Four Bedroom Apartment
Four Bedrooms, three blocks from
school. Free parking. Washing
machine and Dryer in basement.
617-448-6233
Three Bedroom Apartment
Three bedroom. First floor of two
family. Great backyard and free
parking. 617-448-6233

Housing
Somerville Pearson Road
2 Apartments available. 4 bedrooms each 1st floor apt 3 levels,
8 rooms, modern eat in kitchen,
2 full baths, free washer & dryer.
2nd floor 7 rooms, 2 levels, eat in
kitchen, c.t. bath, free washer &
dryer, frt & rear porches. big yard,
drive way. $2200 or Make offer.
call 781-395-3886
4 Bedroom SUMMER RENTAL
Located on College Avenue. Walk
to campus. 4 bedroom apartment
with eat-in kitchen w/ new stove,
dishwasher and floor. Hardwood
floors throughout. Newly
Renovated tile bath. Washer/Dryer
in basement. $1,600. Avail.
6/1/07 - 8/31/07 Call Angela@ 617670-2550 or e-mail: angelam@kssr
ealtypartners.com.
Boston Avenue
Two-3 bedroom, 1 bath apartments. Includes living and dining
rooms, front and back porch, storage units. Available June 1st, 2007.
$1575 or $1650/month (without
utilities). First month and security
deposit required. Call 877-7237946.
4 Bedroom Sublet for Summer
or Yr Lease.
Nice 4 Bedroom available as 3
month sublet starting on 6/1/078/31/07. Or can do year lease
starting 6/1/07-5/31/08. Hwd
floors, eat-in kitchen, dishwasher
and disposal. 3 min walk to Tufts.
Awesome unit and location. $2200
per month. Call 617-628-5310 or
e-mail tipp3@hotmail.com
Excellent Location on College
Ave
opposite track, 3 bedrooms
on 1st & 2nd floor of 2 family
dwelling. Modern kitchen with
dishwasher, self cleaning oven,
and refrigerator. Washer dryer in
basement. Available June 1, 2007
for 1yr lease. $2050 plus utilities.
Contact Sal at 781-646-1377 or
turido777@comcast.net
2 bedroom and 4 Bedroom Apt
College Ave, Call Debbie 781-7891885

Housing

Housing

Boston Avenue Apartment
Two-3 bedroom, 1 bath cable
ready apartments. Living and
dining rooms, front/back porch,
storage units. 3 min walk to Tufts.
Available June 1st. $1450/month
(without utilities). First month and
security deposit required. Call 877723-7946.

5-6 Bedroom Apt.
College Ave, 2 Full Baths, Parking,
Laundry, Renovations underway.
$600/bedroom. Call Bob 508-8871010

Two-3 bedroom, one bath
Two-3 bedroom, 1 bath cable
ready apartments. Living and
dining rooms, front/back porch,
storage units. 3 min walk to Tufts.
Available June 1st. $1450/month
(without utilities). First month and
security deposit required. Call 877723-7946.
Somerville Bromfield Road 1st
Floor
6 1/2 very large rooms. 4 bedrooms, eat in kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, c.t. bath, free washer &
dryer, off street parking. frt & rear
porches. nice yard, storage in cellar. great landlord. $2300 or best
offer. Call 781-395-3886
One Room Sublet.
For the months June, July, and/or
August. One minute walk off Frat
Row. Fully furnished room in apartment with kitchen, living room,
bathroom, and basement. Free
laundry. Parking available. Contact
508-725-3553 or sonny.zhao@tufts.
edu if interested.
Across From Professors Row
(2) 6 Bedroom Apts. Each has
Living Room, Hardwood Floors
throughout, C.T. eat-in-kitchen,
dishwasher, refridgerator, washer
& dryer, 2 baths, front & rear
porches and 4 car off street
parking for each apt. $4500/mo.
Includes heat & hot water. Avail
9/1/07 Call 781-249-1677
2 Bedroom Beautiful Apartment
Absolutely Beautiful High End
Loft Apartment recently refinished. Entire House Rebuilt. New
Everything. Great Location close
to Main Campus. Parking options
available. Apt. available 09/01/07.
$1,650. No Fees. Please call (781)
526-8471. Thanks!!

continued from page 16

a golden opportunity to get off
to a fast April start, however,
having lost four-of-six contests
through Monday against AL
East doormats Tampa Bay and
Baltimore, not to mention the
sweep in Boston.
Out West, the Angels, who
were heavily favored to run
away with the division, have
also been hampered by injuries
out of the gate, but they appear
to be recovering from the slow
start.
After a stretch in which it

lost eight-of-nine, Los Angeles
bounced back this weekend
with a sweep of Seattle that featured Bartolo Colon picking up
a victory in his first start of the
season. Right-handed phenom
Jered Weaver also returned to
the Angels’ rotation on Monday
and, although the Detroit Tigers
roughed him up, will provide
added stability. And Kelvim
Escobar made his first start of
the season for L.A. last night.
The Angels’ lineup will also
get a boost in the next week or
so, as Chone Figgins is set to
make his season debut. Figgins’

Medford Tesla Ave- 3 BR
Apartment
2nd floor 110 sq. ft. updated &
maintained. Hardwood floors, natural wood, eat in kitchen, gas stove
& cook top, dishwasher, refrigerator, washer/dryer. Front porch &
yard. Garage & drive way. 1 min.
wlk. to campus, 15 min. wlk to
Davis Sq. 3 min. to T. No Pets, No
Smoking. $1800/mo +utilities Avail
June 1st (781)-438-2672
Newly Refurbished Three
Bedroom Summer Sublet
3 bedrooms avail June 1 to
August 31on Whitman Rd. Just
refurbished, in great condition,
new kitchen, large bathroom, free
washer & dryer, storage space in
basement. 2 min to Tufts, 10 min
to Davis. $625/mo per room + utilities. Call Alex 617-230-8635
Medford 4 Bedrooms
4 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms. Great
location, nice yard & parking. Full
kitchen w/ granite counter tops,
dishwasher and fridge. W/D hook
up in unit. Available August 15th,
for more info call 617-719-9730

continued from page 15

be,” Milligan said. “We played well
through most of the stretch of
games, especially against Trinity.
But we’re not always getting the job
done when we need to. We couldn’t
seem to get a stop on defense in
the second game. They did everything they wanted to do with the
ball.”
Endicott dictated the tone in
game two, jumping out to a 5-0
lead with five in the top of the third
off of junior Erica Bailey.
Unlike two weeks ago when the
Jumbos could barely buy a hit,
the offense refused to cow-tow to
Gulls’ starting pitcher, sophomore
Jackie Collier.
Freshman Casey Sullivan continued her production at the plate,
leading off the bottom of the third
with a single up the middle. Three
batters later — with a little assistance from the sun in left field
— Tufts had decreased the deficit
to just three on a two-run bloop
single to left by freshman Jenna
Robey, who, playing left field herself, was no stranger to the sun’s

blinding power.
The fourth inning brought with
it Tufts’ great equalizer: the home
run. Both Kleinberger and Sullivan
went deep for the Jumbos in the
frame, tying the game at five and
revitalizing the once-struggling
Jumbo offense.
“A lot of people are out of their
slumps now,” Kleinberger said.
“We’re hitting the ball a little more
consistently. But we can be a little
bit better. There’s no reason every
single person on the team can’t
hit the ball hard every time up at
bat, if we look for the right pitch to
drive.”
The team didn’t find many more
pitches to drive, however, as the
Gulls scored three more times
in the game to mount an insurmountable three-run advantage.
Game one saw another solid
pitching performance from freshman hurler Stefanie Tong, who
sailed through five innings before
surrendering three runs to the two
through four hitters in the sixth.
But with Bailey waiting in the bullpen and the offense having already
created a six-run padding, the

Services

Furnished Apartments
FURNISHED apartments available
in a three family house, 5 rooms,
3 bedroom, eat-in kitchen, on quiet
street (Greenleaf Ave), short walk
to campus, large sunny rooms,
newer appliances, washer/dryer,
porch, plenty of on street parking (a permit is NOT required).
Apartments will be painted prior
to June 1. Rents start at $1350/
month plus utilities. This would
be perfect for a group of 3 or a
large group that is willing to split
up into more than one apartment.
First month and security deposit
required. Available June 1. Please
contact Ed at (781)395-3204 or
apts4rent1@yahoo.com
Packard Ave. For Rent
Excellent large 4 BR apt. great
location corner house at tufts on
Packard Ave. Apt. has a LR, DR,
den, kitchen, and bath. Also has
driveway parking. Available on
June 1st. Please call at 781-2597102 or 781-856-3423
3 Bedroom Gorgeous Apartment
Amazing Location - 2 Blocks
to Tufts, Newly Renovated,
Stunningly Beautiful. 14 foot
Cathedral Ceilings, Class Blocks
in walls, New Designer Windows.
New: Heating, Electric, etc.
Parking negotiable. Available
09/01/07. $1,800. No Fees. Please
call (781) 396-4675

Services
DO YOU LOVE KIDS?
Local Tufts alum (10 minute drive
from Tufts) seeking responsible,
patient, loving, energetic, nonsmoking full-time nanny as well
as a part-time babysitter. Hours
and scheduling flexible. Salary
commensurate with experience. If
you are interested in either the fulltime nanny or part-time babysitter
position, please call Faith at (781)
258-9027 for details.

Storage
McCarthy Self Storage. 22 Harvard
Street Medford, MA 02155. 781
396 7724. Business hours Mon
thru Fri 8am to 5pm, Sat 9am
to 245pm, Sun 10am to 245pm.
Space available to students. Close
to Tufts Univ. 5*5*3 $30, 5*5*8
$48, 5*8*8 $62, 5*10*8 $67,
5*12*8 $77. Please call for more
information.

Wanted
Summer Camp Staff Needed
Boys overnight summer camp
staff needed. Camp Bauercrest,
Amesbury, MA - 40 miles north of
Boston. Looking for staff in the following areas: Waterfront Director,
Swim Instruction, Tennis, Athletics.
Contact: Rob Brockman, (978) 4430582, rob@bauercrest.org
Bicycle Tour Leaders Needed:
Summer Teenage Bicycle-Touring
Trips. USA, Canada, Europe. Salary
plus expenses paid. Student
Hosteling Program P.O. Box 419,
Conway, MA 01341. (800) 3436132, www.bicycletrips.com
Web Development Postion
Tufts Child & Family WebGuide is
seeking undergraduate/graduate
students. Web development position: Skills include Window
2000/XP, HTML, ASP, SQL, MS
SQLServer and Database
Design. JavaScript, .NET, software
development and
Photoshop are preferred but not
required. Contact Fred Rothbaum
at fred.rothbaum@tufts.edu or
(617) 627-2072.

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of
the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of
an overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

return will more than fill the
void left by Howie Kendrick,
who sustained a broken left
middle finger last week and
could be out until June.
The Red Sox have been the
class of the AL in the early
going, but with the Yankees and
Angels getting healthy, expect
them to have some company
by the end of May. In the same
division with Boston and New
York, the Blue Jays have such
a small margin for error, so it
looks like their slow start might
have already cost them a chance
to contend in 2007.

Colby series will mark end of regular season
SOFTBALL

Housing

Awesome 4 Bedroom
Apartment.
On Boston Ave. 3 min walk to
Tufts. Hwd floors, eat-in kitchen
w/dishwasher and disposal. Living
room, pantry, 4 Bedrooms. Lots of
closet space. Front and back porch.
Laundry, storage, and parking.
Available 6/1/07. Please call 617628-5310 or e-mail tipp3@hotmail.
com. $2200/month.

Yankees, Angels looking to get healthy
INSIDE THE AL
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SPORTS

Jumbos had no trouble putting the
game away.
Although Tufts did win one of
yesterday’s games, in addition
to Monday’s match-up against
Brandeis, there is still work to be
done before the tournament kicks
off in May.
“We’re still not doing everything
we need to do in order to win
NESCACs and go on to Regionals,”
Kleinberger said. “We’re not doing
the little things right, like not hitting a cut or not doing what we
need to do at the plate every time
up. We just need to be more consistent.”
With the Colby series marking the conclusion of the regular
season, it’s crunch time in terms
of stringing together solid performances.
“This team has ton of talent, but
I’m not sure if we’ve reached that
potential so far, in terms of getting things done when we need to
get them done, and putting all the
pieces together,” Milligan said. “We
need to hit the ground running if
we want to go far in the postseason.”

Shaq may be the NBA’s premier postseason legend
CLINCHY
continued from page 17

1991.
Once the Bulls got there,
they were dominant. No argument here. But Jordan never
won outside Chicago and he
never won without Scottie
Pippen, whereas Shaq revolutionized three franchises.
He put the expansion franchise Orlando Magic in the
Finals at age 23, after it had
finished 21-61 the year before
his arrival. He put the Lakers
in their first Finals since Magic
Johnson in 2000, and last year,
he put the Heat in the first
Finals ever. The fact that Shaq
has found so much success
with three different teams is
astounding. No other player
in the history of the sport has
that kind of résumé.
Jordan couldn’t win without Pippen, but Shaq has won
without Penny Hardaway; he’s
won without Kobe; and he’s
won without Dwyane Wade.
And speaking of winning
without Mr. Wade, here’s a stat
to consider. Seeded fourth in
the Eastern Conference at 4438, the Heat have dealt with
injuries to both Shaq and Wade
throughout the regular season.
Without Shaq, they’re 19-23,
while with him, they’re a stellar
25-15, for a .625 winning percentage that puts everyone in
the conference to shame, save
for the Wallace-less Pistons.
With Wade? They’re 27-24. A
decent record, no doubt, but
not as good as a record of, say,
17-14 — their record without
him.
That’s right, the Heat have
been better without Dwyane
Wade this season than with

him.
Now obviously, this isn’t
the most reliable of statistical
methods. I’m not trying to call
D-Wade a bad player, as he
obviously isn’t. But he’s also
not an MVP candidate — not
in the entire Association, and
not even on his own team. It’s
time we started seeing Dwyane
Wade for what he is — good,
but replaceable.
Players like Wade (and Kobe,
for that matter) are a tad onedimensional. They can score,
sure, but on teams like the
modern-day Heat and the 2000
Lakers, they’re not alone in that
department. What a championship team really needs is
someone to completely take
the game over — someone who
can rebound, play defense and
dominate in the paint.
That responsibility — you
guessed it — lies with the big
man. And Shaq has lived up
to it, and unlike Bryant, Wade
and Jordan, he’s averaged a
double-double throughout his
postseason career. When he
won his first ring in 2000, he
was dropping 31 and 15 every
night for the Lakers. Not many
players this side of Bill Russell
can put up consistent numbers like that.
So that’s why the Magic and
Lakers have yet to win a postseason series since losing Shaq,
and why the Heat never made
the Finals before his arrival:
because in the playoffs, you
need that dominating big man
to lead the way. Without him,
bad things will happen.
Don’t believe me? Just ask
Kobe. Try his home number
— I hear he’ll be home all summer, starting Sunday.
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LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
Solution to Tuesday's puzzle

“I’ll take the damn picture. I have a cell phone camera. Ross, stick
your dick out and you can be on the front page.”
—Bruce Hamilton
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